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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

1.1 The importance of wheat breeding

Wheats are annual grasses belonging to the genus Triticum in the botanical tribe
Triticeae, which also contains the crop species barley (Hordeum vulgare) and rye (Secale
cereale). The genus comprises several diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid species with a
common basic chromosome number of seven (Snape and Pánková 2007). Wheat was
one of the first crops that were domesticated as part of the Neolithic Revolution,
which marked the beginning of agriculture. The earliest cultivated wheat species
were diploid einkorn (Triticum monococcum; genome AmAm) and allotetraploid em-
mer (Triticum turgidum; genome BBAuAu), of which the latter arose from the hybrid-
isation of Triticum urartu (genome AuAu) and an unknown Aegilops species (genome
BB) closely related to Aegilops speltoides (Salse et al. 2008). Hybridisation between do-
mesticated emmer (Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccum; genome BBAuAu) and Aegilops
tauschii (genome DD) led to the formation of hexaploid Asian spelt (Triticum aestivum
ssp. spelta) and its descendant common wheat (Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum; both
genome BBAuAuDD). Hexaploid European spelt (Triticum aestivum ssp. spelta) ori-
ginated from the hybridisation of domesticated emmer and common wheat and com-
prises the same three subgenomes as Asian spelt and common wheat (Faris 2014).
Archaeological records suggested that the domestication of wheat began about 8,000
B.C. in the core area of the Fertile Crescent in present-day south-eastern Turkey and
northern Syria, from where it started spreading to Europe, Africa and Asia about
6,000 B.C. Wheat was introduced to America in 1529 and was taken to Australia in
1788 (Lev-Yadun et al. 2000; Feldman 2001). Driven by the evolution under cultiva-
tion, wheat has adapted to a wide range of environmental conditions, from 67°N in
Scandinavia and Russia to 45°S in Argentina, including elevated regions in the tropics
and subtropics (Feldman 2001; Shewry 2009). Owing to its adaptation to different
environments, wheat is the most widely cultivated crop worldwide occupying 16% of
arable land area. It is grown in more than 120 countries and contributes 11% to total
crop production. The countries with the highest wheat production are China, India
and Russia (Langridge 2017; FAOSTAT 2019). About 95% of the wheat grown world-
wide is common wheat, with most of the remaining 5% being tetraploid durum wheat
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1 INTRODUCTION

(Triticum turgidum ssp. durum). Other wheats, such as spelt, emmer and einkorn,
exist as niche products that are cultivated in regions including Spain, Turkey, the
Balkans, the Indian subcontinent and Alpine regions (Fossati and Ingold 2001; Shewry
2009). Wheat has become one of the major staple crops and is of critical importance
for global food security. As starch accounts for 65–75% of its grain, wheat is a consid-
erable source of carbohydrates for a large part of the world population. Despite the
low protein content of 7–17%, wheat contributes about 20% to the daily per capita
protein intake worldwide compared to 12% for rice (Oryza spp.) and 4% for maize
(Zea mays). Additionally, wheat provides minerals, vitamins, essential amino acids
and dietary fibre (Shewry 2009; Ndolo and Beta 2017; FAOSTAT 2019). The end use
of wheat is mainly determined by grain hardness, the content and composition of pro-
teins and dough strength. Whereas wheat with low protein content and soft grains is
processed to pastry, higher protein contents and harder grains are necessary for bread
and pasta (Batey 2017; Ndolo and Beta 2017). Additionally, wheat has several other
end uses, including animal feed and industrial starch production (Curtis and Halford
2014).

From 1961 to 2017, global wheat production increased by 247%, whereas the land area
used for wheat cultivation expanded only by 7% (FAOSTAT 2019). This yield increase
can be mainly explained by the breeding progress initiated by the Green Revolution and
growth in the use of inputs, such as irrigation and fertilisers (Evenson and Gollin 2003;
Langridge 2017). At the same time, the demand for wheat has increased as a result of
population growth, an increasing per capita consumption of animal-derived products
and the use of wheat starch for non-food applications (Curtis and Halford 2014). As the
world population is predicted to rise from its current level of 7.7 billion to 9.8 billion by
2050 and 11.2 billion by 2100, the demand for wheat will further increase (UN DESA
2019). Tilman et al. (2011) estimated that the global crop production demand will
increase by 100–110% from 2005 to 2050. Previous studies suggested that boosting
crop yields, rather than clearing new land area, is the most sustainable approach to
meet these demands (Godfray et al. 2010; Foley et al. 2011). However, at the current
yield gain of 0.9% per year, wheat yields will only be increased by ~38% till 2050 (Ray
et al. 2013). Future strategies to lift yields must also consider the detrimental effects
of climate change as global wheat yields are predicted to decline by 4.1–6.4% with a
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 °C increase of global temperature (Liu et al. 2016a). The most promising strategies
to meet this challenge are innovations in wheat breeding, together with an enhanced
deployment of existing wheat varieties and improved crop management (Foley et al.
2011). To accelerate the rate of genetic gain, an intensified use of genetic and genomic
resources and the application of advanced breeding techniques must be considered.

1.2 Genomic resources and marker-assisted selection in wheat

Recent years have witnessed the development of extensive genomic resources, which
have the potential to accelerate future progress in wheat breeding. The availability of
genomic resources for common wheat has been impeded by the large size of its genome,
which comprises 17 giga base pairs (Gbp), the high level of homoeology between its
three subgenomes and its high content of repetitive sequences (Eversole et al. 2017).
To overcome obstacles associated with such complex genomes, several target enrich-
ment strategies have been developed that enable sequencing of specific genomic regions.
These strategies include target enrichment based on polymerase chain reaction (PCR),
hybridisation-based enrichment, restriction enzyme-based enrichment and enrichment
of expressed gene sequences (Cronn et al. 2012). In wheat, the first initiatives to de-
velop genomic resources focused on expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Physical mapping
of ESTs enabled first comparative analyses of common wheat and rice genomes (Sorrells
et al. 2003; La Rota and Sorrells 2004). Currently available transcriptomic sequences of
common wheat are organised in 178,464 UniGene clusters (NCBI 2019). The first wheat
sequence information beyond expressed genes was generated by sequencing individual
bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs; Devos et al. 2005) and BAC-end sequencing
(Paux et al. 2006), which was followed by survey sequencing of chromosome 3B (Paux
et al. 2008; Choulet et al. 2010). A low-coverage whole-genome survey sequence of the
common wheat cultivar Chinese Spring was enabled by the advent of second generation
sequencing technology (Brenchley et al. 2012). For the same cultivar, the International
Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) developed a chromosome-based sur-
vey sequence (IWGSC CSS) by sequencing individual flow-sorted chromosome arms
to a depth of at least 30-fold coverage (IWGSC 2014). The first common wheat ref-
erence sequence (RefSeq v1.0) was obtained from Chinese Spring by integrating the
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1 INTRODUCTION

chromosome-based survey sequence with sequences of the BAC minimal tiling path for
each chromosome, a whole-genome sequence assembly (IWGSC WGA v0.4) and other
genomic resources (IWGSC 2018). Besides the efforts to develop genomic sequences
for common wheat, whole-genome sequences were also generated for the relatives T.
urartu, Ae. tauschii, Ae. speltoides and Triticum sharonensis (Jia et al. 2013; Ling
et al. 2013; Marcussen et al. 2014; Luo et al. 2017). The genomic and transcriptomic
sequences of wheat are a valuable resource for comparative and phylogenetic studies
and to analyse the distribution, expression and function of genes. In addition, sequen-
cing of different wheat accessions has enabled the detection of sequence variants. These
variants have been deployed to develop marker arrays, which are useful tools to study
ancestral relationships, genomic patterns of diversity and marker-trait associations in
mapping experiments (Akhunov et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2014; Winfield et al. 2016).

Over recent decades, genetic gain in wheat breeding has been mainly achieved using
phenotypic selection in the context of breeding methods such as pedigree selection,
single seed descent, doubled haploids, bulk selection and backcross breeding (Bentley
and Mackay 2017). Indirect selection methods based on genetically associated mor-
phological or biochemical traits were early discovered as alternatives to the direct
phenotypic selection for the trait of interest. With the advent of the first molecular
markers (restriction fragment length polymorphisms; RFLPs) in the 1980’s, the tra-
ditional phenotypic selection could be extended by marker-assisted selection (MAS),
which exploits the genetic linkage between a marker locus and a trait locus (Beckmann
and Soller 1986). The development of RFLP markers was followed by marker tech-
nologies including simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers, diversity array technology
(DArT) markers and single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers, which allowed
a denser coverage of the wheat genome. A major advantage of MAS compared to
phenotypic selection is its ability to select on the basis of the marker genotype of a
single plant, a factor which can substantially reduce the costs of selection. Molecular
markers also enable the concurrent selection for alleles at multiple quantitative trait
loci (QTL). Furthermore, MAS facilitates the maintenance and fixation of alleles that
are not amenable to phenotypic selection (Koebner and Summers 2003). The major
prerequisite for most forms of MAS is the availability of suitable molecular markers,
which can be identified using an experimental population with known phenotypes and
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1 INTRODUCTION

marker genotypes. Markers closely linked to a monogenic trait are usually identified by
linkage mapping of the discrete phenotype in a biparental population. Markers for the
selection of QTL can be detected by interval mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989) and
its extensions composite interval mapping (Zeng 1994) and multiple interval mapping
(Kao et al. 1999). Whereas these approaches were designed for QTL analysis within
a single segregating population, several methods were developed to detect QTL and
estimate their effects across populations (Muranty 1996; Xie et al. 1998; Xu 1998).
Interval mapping methods are based on the calculation of a logarithm of the odds
(LOD) statistic for the presence of a putative QTL at pre-defined positions in each
marker interval on a given genetic map. A popular alternative to interval mapping
is association mapping, which exploits the linkage disequilibrium between trait alleles
and marker alleles without the necessity of a controlled population of related individu-
als and a linkage map (Thornsberry et al. 2001). Depending on the number of loci
controlling a trait, different strategies of MAS should be considered. For monogenic
and oligogenic traits, marker-assisted backcrossing (MABC) and forward selection are
appropriate strategies to introgress and pyramide favourable alleles in elite germplasm
(Bernardo 2008). In wheat breeding programs, MABC was successfully applied to
transfer resistance genes for stripe rust (Randhawa et al. 2009), stem rust (Yadav
et al. 2015) and leaf rust (Yadawad et al. 2017) into the genetic background of adapted
varieties. A backcrossing strategy using molecular markers was also effectively deployed
for the introgression of quality-affecting alleles encoding for traits such as pre-harvest
sprouting tolerance (Kumar et al. 2010) and grain protein content (Vishwakarma et al.
2016). These MAS strategies are not effective in the case of many QTL with small
effects because estimated effects of minor QTL are often inconsistent and the combina-
tion of favourable alleles at all QTL becomes more and more difficult as the number of
QTL increases. An approach that effectively deploys MAS for many QTL is F2 enrich-
ment, which increases the frequencies of the favourable alleles by culling F2 individuals
which are homozygous for the non-favourable alleles and subsequent inbreeding of the
selected individuals (Bernardo 2008). Bonnett et al. (2005) and Wang et al. (2007)
demonstrated that F2 enrichment is a suitable approach for wheat breeding programs
to select for multiple QTL while the population size required to recover the target gen-
otype is greatly reduced. An extension of the F2 enrichment strategy is marker-assisted
recurrent selection (MARS), which involves the prediction of a marker score for each
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F2 individual based on marker effects estimated in QTL analyses. On the basis of the
predicted marker score, individuals can be selected and the process of prediction and
selection is repeated over several cycles (Bernardo 2008). The application of MARS in
wheat breeding programs was illustrated by Charmet et al. (1999) using the example
of baking quality. A major drawback of the aforementioned selection methods is the
fact that undetected minor-effect QTL are not considered. This shortcoming can be
overcome by genome-wide selection (GS; Meuwissen et al. 2001). GS is a form of MAS
which considers all available markers for the simultaneous estimation of marker effects
in a calibration set with known phenotypes and marker genotypes. The selection of
individuals from a prediction set is then based on breeding values, which are estimated
based on the available marker genotypes and the determined marker effects. GS was
successfully applied in wheat populations for quantitative traits such as grain quality
(Heffner et al. 2011), grain yield (Poland et al. 2012), quantitative stem rust resistance
(Rutkoski et al. 2014) and fusarium head blight resistance (Jiang et al. 2017b). Recent
studies validating the practicality of GS for grain yield and quality parameters over
breeding cycles suggested the implementation of GS in future wheat breeding programs
(Battenfield et al. 2016; Song et al. 2017; Michel et al. 2019).

1.3 Hybrid wheat

1.3.1 Exploiting heterosis in wheat

A promising strategy to increase the rate of genetic gain is hybrid breeding, which is
state of the art in several crop species, including maize and rice (Crow 1998; Cheng
et al. 2007). In wheat, only 1% of the total area is cultivated with hybrid varieties, with
France, Germany, China and India as the most important countries (Longin et al. 2012).
Although hybrid wheat has played a minor role for wheat production, a potential shift
from line breeding to hybrid breeding is one of the most debated issues in the wheat
breeder community. The crucial motivation for hybrid breeding is heterosis, which is
the superiority of a crossbred variety compared to its parental inbred lines (Shull 1952).
Heterosis can be explained as a result of (1) the complementation of recessive, unfa-
vourable alleles at multiple loci (partial or complete dominance), (2) the superiority
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of heterozygosity compared to homozygosity (overdominance) and (3) the favourable
interaction between alleles at different loci (epistasis). Most likely, the contribution
of each of these components depends on several factors including the species and the
trait of interest (Fu et al. 2015). For grain yield heterosis in wheat, dominance effects
play a less prominent role compared to epistatic effects (Jiang et al. 2017a). Heterosis
in wheat was first observed for heading date, plant height and leaf width (Freeman
1919). Subsequent studies also reported heterosis for important traits such as grain
yield, the number of spikes per plant, the number of kernels per spike, thousand kernel
weight and baking quality parameters (Briggle et al. 1964; Halloran 1975; Perenzin
et al. 1998; Corbellini et al. 2002). Estimates of heterosis varied between these studies,
which may be due to the limited number of tested hybrids. To precisely estimate the
heterosis potential in wheat, Longin et al. (2013) examined 1,604 test hybrids together
with their parental lines in multiple environments. In these experiments, the hybrids
were superior to the mean of their parents for grain yield (10.7%), frost susceptibility
(−7.2%), leaf rust (−8.4%) and septoria tritici blotch (−9.3%). However, the gain in
plant height of the hybrids (9.2%) was accompanied with an increased lodging suscept-
ibility (21.7%). Comparing the yields of the best hybrid and the best line variety, they
observed a maximum commercial heterosis of 13.2%. The superiority of hybrids was
also demonstrated by Gowda et al. (2012), who evaluated the grain yield performance
of 940 hybrids in multiple environments and observed a maximum commercial heterosis
of 22.4%. Although the estimated heterosis is sufficient to compensate the higher seed
production costs associated with hybrid varieties, a far better heterosis was observed
in allogamous species such as maize (Flint-Garcia et al. 2009). The inferior heterosis in
wheat can be explained by a lower degree of dominance, the lack of heterotic groups,
epistatic effects and favourable interactions between homoeologous loci, a phenomenon
termed fixed heterosis (Abel et al. 2005; Longin et al. 2012). A frequently claimed ad-
vantage of hybrid crops is the higher grain yield stability of hybrids compared to line
varieties. The numerous studies comparing the grain yield stability of hybrid wheat
and inbred lines led to contrasting results (Borghi et al. 1988; Bruns and Peterson
1998; Oury et al. 2000; Koemel et al. 2004). This may be due to the circumstance that
a high number of environments is necessary to obtain precise estimates for the grain
yield stability of individual genotypes (Becker 1987; Piepho 1998). Mühleisen et al.
(2014) addressed this issue by comparing groups of hybrids to groups of inbred lines
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and found a superior grain yield stability for hybrids.

1.3.2 Hybridising wheat using G-type CMS

Wheats are almost completely autogamous species with an outcrossing rate of usually
less than 1% (Lawrie et al. 2006). Therefore, a hybridising system that efficiently forces
outcrossing between parental inbred lines is a prerequisite for a long-term success of
hybrid wheat. Several fertility-controlling systems have been explored in wheat, of
which cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) and chemical hybridising agents (CHAs) have
been the most widely discussed approaches (Whitford et al. 2013). Although CHAs are
used for the major part of global commercial hybrid wheat seed production, they are
associated with several disadvantages (Longin et al. 2012). A successful use of CHAs
strongly depends on the treated female inbred line, the composition and concentration
of the CHA and the growth stage and the environmental condition at the time of
application. Deviations from optimal conditions can either lead to sterility of both
male and female reproductive organs or to incomplete male sterility, which results in
an undesired mixture of hybrid and selfed seeds. In addition, the availability of CHAs
depends on the regulation of the responsible authority. As a consequence of these
drawbacks, genetic-based hybridising systems such as CMS are promising alternatives.

CMS in plants is based on the incompatibility between the nuclear and the mitochon-
drial genome, which leads to a disruption of pollen production. Genes causing male
sterility have been associated with chimeric open reading frames in the mitochondrial
genome. The sterility-inducing effect of these genes can be neutralised by restorer-of-
fertility (Rf ) genes in the nuclear genome (Caruso et al. 2012). As the mitochondrial
genome is maternally inherited, a CMS line can be obtained by recurrent backcrossing
of a cytoplasm donor with any genotype not carrying fertility-restoring alleles. The
propagation of CMS lines is enabled by male-fertile maintainer lines, which carry an
identical nuclear genome combined with the original cytoplasm. CMS hybrids can be
produced by crossing the CMS line with a restorer line, which is homozygous for at
least one nuclear fertility-restoring gene (Whitford et al. 2013). In wheat, the first CMS
line was developed by Kihara (1951), who combined the nucleus of common wheat with
the cytoplasm of Aegilops caudata. Few years later, the cytoplasm of Aegilops ovata
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(Fukasawa 1953) and Triticum timopheevii (Wilson and Ross 1962) were also found
to cause male sterility (Yen et al. 1969). Although the cytoplasms of as many as 35
species were evaluated for hybrid wheat production, the CMS system based on the T.
timopheevii cytoplasm, which is also known as G-type CMS, gained widespread use
because of the adverse effects of other cytoplasms, or because no advantage existed
over G-type CMS (Hayward 1975; Virmani and Edwards 1983; Ahmed et al. 2001;
Adugna et al. 2004; Koekemoer et al. 2011). CMS lines with this cytoplasm develop
shrivelled, sickle-shaped anthers, which do not dehisce to shed pollen grains. The ta-
petal cells of CMS lines form less starch and persist longer compared to tapetal cells of
euplasmic wheat (Joppa et al. 1966). The development of pollen grains in CMS lines is
probably normal until tetrad stage and when the exine is formed. However, the mature
pollen grains of these plants are fewer in number, are smaller, have a thinner intine,
contain little or no starch and do not always form three nuclei (Joppa et al. 1966; de
Vries and Ie 1970; Odenbach 1970). The aberrations in the anther and pollen grain
development may be explained by the poorly developed vascular bundles in the an-
thers of CMS lines (Joppa et al. 1966), but the exact physiological process underlying
CMS is still unclear. A possible candidate gene that may cause the sterility-inducing
effect of the G-type cytoplasm is the open reading frame orf256. The orf256 sequence
is a chimaera of the first 33 nucleotides of the coxI gene and an unknown sequence
(Rathburn and Hedgcoth 1991). Whereas orf256 was detected in the mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) of several species including T. timopheevii, it is absent in the mtDNA
of common wheat (Rathburn and Hedgcoth 1991; Hedgcoth et al. 2002). The orf256
sequence is expressed as a protein only in CMS lines but not in T. timopheevii and lines
carrying the G-type cytoplasm and nuclear fertility-restorer genes (Song and Hedgcoth
1994). Further candidates for the sterility-inducing effect of the G-type cytoplasm are
the mitochondrial genes atp6 and orf25, which were shown to be polymorphic between
the cytoplasms of common wheat and T. timopheevii (Mohr et al. 1993). A possible
target of such novel or rearranged mitochondrial expression products could be TaFAd,
which is located in the nuclear genome and encodes for the FAd subunit of the ATP
synthase. It was shown that the expression of TaFAd is under mitochondrial retrograde
regulation in the anthers of a G-type CMS line (Xu et al. 2008). Despite the associ-
ations between the expression of these candidate genes and the CMS phenomenon, the
exact molecular mechanism behind the sterility-inducing effect of the T. timopheevii
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cytoplasm has yet to be discovered.

1.3.3 Restoration of male fertility in G-type CMS wheat

Restoration of male fertility in CMS wheat was simultaneously discovered by Schmidt
et al. (1962) and Wilson (1962) by crossing CMS lines and T. timopheevii introgression
lines carrying nuclear fertility-restoring genes. Subsequently, restoration capacity was
also observed in common wheat (Oehler and Ingold 1966; Zeven 1967; Sinha et al.
2013), European spelt (Kihara and Tsunewaki 1967), rye (Curtis and Lukaszewski
1993) and Aegilops umbellulata (Ma et al. 1995). Fertility-restoring loci detected in the
nuclear genome of these species were numbered from Rf1 (Livers 1964) to Rf8 (Sinha
et al. 2013), with the exception of Rfc3 and Rfc4 (Curtis and Lukaszewski 1993). As
these designations were often used to refer to different loci, the nomenclature is not
definite without further information in the cases of Rf2, Rf3, Rf4 and Rf6 (Tahir and
Tsunewaki 1969; Yen et al. 1969; Maan 1985; Ma et al. 1995; Kojima et al. 1997).
Designations used for detected restorer loci are listed in Table 1. Whereas the mo-
lecular mechanism behind fertility restoration in wheat with G-type cytoplasm is still
unclear, studies in several species revealed similarities which may be transferable to the
CMS system in wheat. In most of the studied CMS systems, the fertility-restoring gene
in the nuclear genome encodes for a pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) protein. PPR pro-
teins are a large family of proteins found in all eukaryotic lineages, especially in plants.
They are known to play important roles in transcription, RNA processing, stability,
editing and translation, primarily in organelle genomes but also in the nuclear genome.
PPR proteins contain tandemly repeated PPR motifs, of which each motif comprises 35
amino acids and forms a helix-turn-helix structure. The repeated PPR motif produces
a superhelix with a central groove that is able to bind RNA (Manna 2015). Identified
fertility-restoring PPR (Rf-PPR) proteins and the related Rf-like PPR (RFL-PPR)
proteins form a clade within the P subclass of PPR proteins (Fujii et al. 2011). Several
studies showed that Rf-PPR proteins are targeted to mitochondria and act by sup-
pressing the expression of the sterility-inducing mitochondrial transcripts (Dahan and
Mireau 2013). The first identified Rf gene was Rf-PPR592 from petunia (Petunia
hybrida). The product of this gene is a mitochondrially targeted protein comprising 14
repeats of the PPR motif. It was shown that Rf-PPR592 can restore fertility of CMS
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petunia plants by decreasing the amount of the PCF protein, which is a chimeric pro-
tein encoded in the mitochondrial genome (Nivison and Hanson 1989; Bentolila et al.
2002). Rf-PPR592 is associated with the inner membrane of mitochondria in a large
protein complex that binds mRNA of the pcf gene (Gillman et al. 2007). PPR proteins
inhibiting the expression of CMS-inducing proteins by post-transcriptional regulation
were also found to cause fertility restoration in rice (Komori et al. 2004; Kazama et al.
2008; Tang et al. 2014; Igarashi et al. 2016), rapeseed (Brassica napus; Menassa et al.
1999; Liu et al. 2016b) and radish (Raphanus sativus; Koizuka et al. 2003; Desloire
et al. 2003; Uyttewaal et al. 2008). Besides PPR proteins, fertility-restoring genes
were also found to encode for other protein groups which mostly act at a metabolic
level rather than inhibiting the expression of CMS-conferring transcripts (Gaborieau
et al. 2016). These protein groups comprise an aldehyde dehydrogenase in maize (Liu
et al. 2001), an acyl carrier protein and glycine-rich proteins in rice (Fujii and Toriyama
2009; Itabashi et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2012) and a peptidase in sugar beet (Kitazaki et al.
2015). Sequences of the identified Rf genes, especially the Rf-PPR sequences, are a
valuable resource to identify and validate candidate genes for the fertility-restoring loci
in wheat.

Although initial experiments revealed restoration capacity in several species, none of
the identified restorer accessions led to a complete and stable fertility restoration in
hybrids with the G-type cytoplasm (Keydel 1973; Hayward 1975). Incomplete fertil-
ity restoration eventually manifests in a reduced seed set. Whereas the degrees of
fertility can vary from a single seed per plant to an almost complete seed set, it usu-
ally decreases from the base to the apex of a spike (Sage 1972). The reduced seed
set counteracts the effect of heterosis on grain yield, which is a major motivation for
hybrid wheat breeding. Additionally, unpollinated florets of male-sterile wheat lines
have shown high susceptibility to infections with ergot (Claviceps purpurea; Mantle
and Swan 1995). Thus, incomplete fertility restoration might also impair the quality of
hybrid wheat products. It was demonstrated that environmental factors strongly affect
fertility restoration, but optimal conditions have yet to be determined (Johnson et al.
1967; Jošt 1982). Furthermore, fertility restoration depends on epistatic interactions
between restorer and modifier genes, implicating that the genetic components of both
restorer and CMS lines influence the extent of fertility restoration (Jošt 1982; Maan
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Table 1 Designations of previously detected loci for the restoration of male fertility in G-type cyto-
plasm. Detected loci without designation are not included

Locus Chromosome Germplasm resource Reference

Rf1 1A R3 (T. timopheevii introgression line) Robertson and Curtis (1967)
Rf1 1A R4 (T. timopheevii introgression line) Yen et al. (1969)
Rf1 1A R1 (T. timopheevii introgression line) Odenbach (1970)
Rf1 1A R113 (common wheat) Maan (1985)
Rf1 1A L19, L22 (common wheat) Du et al. (1991)
Rf2 7D R3 (T. timopheevii introgression line) Tahir and Tsunewaki (1969)
Rf2 6B T. timopheevii introgression line Yen et al. (1969)
Rf3 1B European spelt (var. duhamelianum) Tahir and Tsunewaki (1969)
Rf3 6D T. timopheevii introgression line Yen et al. (1969)
Rf3 1B Primepi (common wheat) Ma and Sorrells (1995)
Rf4 7D R4 (T. timopheevii introgression line) Yen et al. (1969)
Rf4 6B R113 (common wheat) Maan (1985)
Rf4 6B L11, L13 (common wheat) Du et al. (1991)
Rf5 6D Not documented Kojima et al. (1997)
Rf6 6U Ae. umbellulata translocation line Ma et al. (1995)
Rf6 5D Not documented Kojima et al. (1997)
Rf7 7B Not documented Kojima et al. (1997)
Rf8 2D PWR4099 (common wheat) Sinha et al. (2013)
Rfc3 6R Wheat-rye addition line Curtis and Lukaszewski (1993)
Rfc4 4R Wheat-rye addition line Curtis and Lukaszewski (1993)

et al. 1984). Since it was demonstrated that hybrids of crosses between different re-
storer lines in sterile cytoplasm showed a superior seed set compared to hybrids derived
from crosses between restorer and CMS lines, stacking of major restorer and modifier
genes in elite restorer lines has been a potential solution to overcome partial sterility
in CMS hybrids (Johnson and Patterson 1977).

Two promising genetic components for this approach are the fertility-restoring loci Rf1
and Rf3. Rf1 was first detected on chromosome 1A of the T. timopheevii introgression
line R3 (Livers 1964; Robertson and Curtis 1967; Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969). A re-
storer locus on this chromosome was also located in other lines with introgressions from
T. timopheevii and Triticum zhukovskyi but also in the spring wheat accession R113
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and its descendants, for which no introgressions from wild relatives are documented.
It has been assumed that the restoration capacity of chromosome 1A is caused by the
same locus, namely Rf1, in these accessions (Yen et al. 1969; Odenbach 1970; Bahl
and Maan 1973; Maan et al. 1984; Maan 1985; Du et al. 1991). The restorer locus
Rf3 was discovered on chromosome 1B of European spelt (var. duhamelianum; Tahir
and Tsunewaki 1969). A restorer locus on the same chromosome was detected in the
common wheat cultivars Primepi, Prof. Marchal and Chinese Spring, and it has been
speculated that the restoration capacity of these cultivars can also be explained by Rf3
(Bahl and Maan 1973; Kučera 1982; Ma and Sorrells 1995). A prerequisite to exploit
Rf1 and Rf3 in practical hybrid breeding programs is a method that enables a time- and
cost-effective selection for these loci. In the process of breeding restorer lines, pheno-
typic selection for restorer genes is time consuming because each selection step requires
testcrosses with CMS lines. Furthermore, phenotypic selection is not effective because
observed phenotypic values do not only depend on the presence of restorer genes but
also on effects of epistasis and genotype-by-environment interactions (Jošt 1982; Maan
et al. 1984). Therefore, molecular markers closely linked to restorer loci could be a
valuable tool in hybrid wheat breeding programs. Although several studies have been
conducted to locate Rf1 and Rf3, molecular markers suitable for the selection of these
loci have been unavailable. Rf genes identified in several other crop species provide a
valuable resource for a better understanding of cytonuclear interactions and efficiently
exploit CMS in plant breeding. Despite this previous knowledge, no studies have been
undertaken to investigate candidates for Rf genes in wheat. Another essential pre-
requisite for the success of CMS hybrid wheat is the knowledge of the distribution of
fertility-restoring genes in wheat species, especially in common wheat. Findings about
the distribution of Rf genes could facilitate the development and maintenance of het-
erotic groups. As the knowledge of the origin of Rf1 is based solely on pedigree data,
and there is one source for Rf1 which cannot be traced back to T. timopheevii, it has
been unclear if the restoring Rf1 allele is exclusively derived from T. timopheevii, or
if it may also be present in common wheat chromatin. Although Rf3 was reported in
European spelt and the mentioned common wheat cultivars, it has yet to be evaluated
how Rf3 alleles are distributed in these taxa.
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1.4 Objectives of the present study

The general objective of the present study was the genetic characterisation of the
restorer loci Rf1 and Rf3. Both loci were genetically mapped in several biparental
populations and identified molecular markers were used for the analysis of diverse
wheat accessions. The specific objectives were to

(1) investigate the identity of Rf1 and Rf3 across diverse restorer accessions,

(2) identify molecular markers suitable for marker-assisted selection for these loci,

(3) estimate the effects of Rf1 and Rf3 across diverse genetic backgrounds,

(4) identify candidates of the RFL-PPR gene family by linkage mapping,

(5) reveal whether the restoring Rf1 allele is exclusively derived from T. timopheevii
and

(6) evaluate the distribution of the restoring Rf3 allele in common and spelt wheat
considering population structure.

The findings of this study should contribute to a refined understanding of Rf1 and
Rf3, thereby facilitating an efficient exploitation of these loci in CMS hybrid wheat
breeding programs.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Plant material

Three backcross populations (BC1) were developed to genetically map the restorer-
of-fertility (Rf ) locus Rf1. For this, each of the Rf1 donor accessions R3, R113 and
L19 was used to pollinate the cytoplasmic male-sterile (CMS) common wheat line
CMS-Sperber (Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum). Male sterility of each CMS-Sperber
plant was validated by analysing one control spike. BC1 descendants were obtained
by backcrossing the resulting F1 plants with the maintainer line Sperber. To determ-
ine the success of the crosses between CMS-Sperber and the Rf1 donor accessions,
one spike per F1 plant was evaluated for fertility restoration. For successful crosses,
restored fertility on these control spikes was expected. The resulting mapping popula-
tions derived from Sperber and the Rf1 donors R3, R113 and L19 comprised 197, 201
and 230 individuals, respectively. R3 descends from the recurrent backcross Triticum
timopheevii/3*Marquis and was supposed to carry the restorer loci Rf1 on chromo-
some 1A and Rf2 on chromosome 7D (Livers 1964; Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969; Bahl
and Maan 1973). The restorer line R113 originates from the common wheat accessions
Era (male-sterile), MNII-54-30 (male-sterile), WI271 and an unknown F2 plant. It
was expected to harbour Rf1 and the restorer locus Rf4 on chromosome 6B, but no
introgressions from wild species are documented (Maan et al. 1984). L19 is derived
from the backcross Chris (mono-6B)/R113//Chris and was supposed to carry only Rf1
(Maan 1985; Du et al. 1991).

Seven populations (BC1 and F2) were developed to genetically map the restorer locus
Rf3. The restorer accessions used for these populations comprised the common wheat
lines Primepi, PR143 and Palmaress and the European spelt (Triticum aestivum ssp.
spelta) cultivars Badenkrone, Badenstern, Holstenkorn and Schwabenspelz. Whereas
the restorer accession Badenstern was combined with the male-sterile line CMS-609-
73, the other restorer lines were crossed with CMS-Sperber. The F1 plants derived
from Primepi, PR143, Badenkrone, Badenstern, Schwabenspelz and Palmaress were
backcrossed with the respective maintainer line to obtain BC1 populations. A F2 pop-
ulation was developed for the cross involving Holstenkorn by isolating the spikes of F1
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Table 2 Description of the populations for genetic mapping of the restorer loci Rf1 and Rf3

Population Type N Environment
Segregating Rf loci
and chromosomes (expected)

PopR3 BC1 197 Greenhouse 2016 Rf1, Rf2 (Livers 1964)
PopR113 BC1 201 Greenhouse 2016 Rf1, Rf4 (Maan et al. 1984)
PopL19 BC1 230 Greenhouse 2016 Rf1 (Du et al. 1991)
PopPrimepi BC1 193 Greenhouse 2014 Rf3 (Bahl and Maan 1973)
PopPR143 BC1 221 Greenhouse 2015 Rf1, Rf2, Rf3 (Patterson et al. 1996)
PopPalmaress BC1 91 Greenhouse 2017 4A, 5B, 7D (Kučera 1982)
PopBadenkrone BC1 290 Greenhouse 2014 Rf3 (Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969)
PopBadenstern BC1 220 Greenhouse 2014 Rf3 (Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969)
PopHolstenkorn F2 101 Field 2014 Rf3 (Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969)
PopSchwabenspelz BC1 288 Greenhouse 2014 Rf3 (Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969)

plants using glassine bags. Male sterility of the CMS lines and the success of the crosses
between CMS lines and the Rf3 donor accessions were validated as described in the pre-
vious paragraph. The mapping populations derived from Primepi, PR143, Badenkrone,
Badenstern, Holstenkorn, Schwabenspelz and Palmaress comprised 193, 221, 290, 220,
101, 288 and 91 plants, respectively. Primepi is a French winter wheat cultivar, which
was supposed to carry Rf3 and possibly a second restorer gene on chromosome 5D
(Bahl and Maan 1973). PR143 has the parentage T. timopheevii/3*Marquis//CMS-
Monon/Primepi and was expected to harbour a combination of Rf1, Rf2, Rf3 and
maybe a restorer gene on chromosome 5D (Patterson et al. 1996). For European spelt,
no other restorer genes than Rf3 have been reported yet (Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969;
Kojima et al. 1997). The French winter wheat cultivar Palmaress was supposed to
carry restorer genes on chromosomes 4A, 5B and 7D (Panayotov et al. 1975; Kučera
1982). A mapping population derived from this cultivar was analysed to validate the
results from Panayotov et al. (1975). Experimental populations for linkage mapping
of Rf1 and Rf3 are summarised in Table 2. From hereafter, all mapping populations
are designated by “Pop” followed by the name of the Rf donor line. The genetic rela-
tionship between PopR3, PopR113, PopL19 and PopPrimepi was analysed by principal
coordinate analysis (PCoA) of whole-genome marker data as described in section 2.6
Distribution of marker haplotypes in the genomic target regions across wheat species.
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The diagnostic ability of markers linked to the Rf3 locus was evaluated in a diversity
panel comprising common wheat and European spelt accessions. Common wheat ac-
cessions served as positive or negative controls, depending on literature references and
mapping results of the present study. For a sample of these common wheat accessions,
the previous knowledge of Rf3 was validated by testcrosses with male-sterile line CMS-
Sperber and subsequent evaluation of fertility restoration on spikes of F1 descendants.
To augment the diversity panel, the restoration capacity of 30 European spelt cultivars
was evaluated. Spelt accessions were used as positive controls for Rf3 if they belonged
to the variety duhamelianum and if they were able to restore fertility in testcrosses
with CMS-Sperber. For this, it was assumed that Rf3 is the only restorer locus ex-
plaining restoration capacity in the duhamelianum variety (Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969;
Kojima et al. 1997). Spelt accessions that may not belong to this taxon but that were
shown to carry Rf3 by linkage mapping were also employed as positive controls. Spelt
accessions served as negative controls if they did not restore fertility in testcrosses
with CMS-Sperber. Fertility-restoring spelt cultivars which may not belong to the
duhamelianum variety and which were not shown to carry Rf3 by linkage mapping
were not included in the diversity panel. The diversity panel comprised 29 common
wheat accessions and 25 European spelt cultivars.

The distribution of Rf1 was analysed in all hitherto known Rf1 donor accessions (R1,
R2, R3, R4, R5, R113 and L19), 17 unique T. timopheevii accessions and a diverse set
of 524 common wheat breeding lines. The same set of breeding lines and the same T.
timopheevii accessions were analysed to evaluate the distribution of Rf3. In addition,
the distribution of Rf3 was analysed in Primepi and 30 European spelt cultivars, which
were also analysed for the diversity panel. The relationship between Rf3 genotypes of
spelt cultivars and their genetic similarity to common wheat was studied using a set
of 368 German common wheat cultivars as a reference.

The restorer accessions R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R113 and L19 were kindly provided by Finn
Borum (Sejet Plant Breeding, Denmark). T. timopheevii accessions with a TRI desig-
nation and the winter wheat cultivars Minister, Palmaress, Primepi and Prof. Marchal
were obtained from the gene bank of the IPK Gatersleben, Germany. The winter wheat
accessions PR143 and PR189 were received from the National Small Grain Collection,
USA. The maintainer lines Navojoa and Vorobey were released by CIMMYT, Mexico.
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The 524 common wheat breeding lines which were used to evaluate the distribution of
Rf1 and Rf3 were provided by the German breeding companies Saatzucht Bauer GmbH
& Co. KG, Saatzucht Josef Breun GmbH & Co. KG, Limagrain GmbH, SECOBRA
Saatzucht GmbH, Saatzucht Streng-Engelen GmbH & Co. KG and Lantmännen SW
Seed GmbH. All other germplasm used in the present study was in stock at the Bavarian
State Research Center for Agriculture. The male-sterile lines CMS-Sperber and CMS-
609-73, which were used for the development of mapping populations, were selected
from eight available CMS lines on the basis of genetic homogeneity. To compare the
homogeneity of the CMS lines, for each of these lines and the corresponding maintainer
line, a sample was analysed using eight simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers and the
chloroplast-specific marker TaCM15, which was used to differentiate euplasmic plants
from plants with G-type cytoplasm (Tomar et al. 2014). As Finn Borum (Sejet Plant
Breeding, Denmark) reported that the Rf1 donor accessions R1, R3 and R5 may be
heterogenous, for all Rf1 donor accessions used in this study, a sample of plants was
phenotyped for plant height, time of ear emergence and awn length. The sample of the
L19 accession was additionally genotyped using seven SSR markers. For each of these
restorer accessions, a single plant was selected that exhibited the most common charac-
teristics within the sample. Only the selected plants were used for the genetic analysis
in the present study. The genetic uniqueness of the 17 T. timopheevii accessions was
validated using single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers.

2.2 Assessment of fertility restoration and segregation analysis

The seedlings of the BC1 mapping populations and test hybrids were vernalised at
5 °C for two months. The F2 population PopHolstenkorn was planted and cultivated
in the field. All other mapping populations and the test hybrids were grown in 13-
cm pots (two plants per pot) under metal-halide lamps in the greenhouse at a target
temperature of 15–18 °C. Whereas PopPrimepi was split into three subpopulations,
with each being cultivated in a separate greenhouse chamber at a different season of
the year, all other populations were grown in single environments. As a measure for
the restoration of male fertility, the seed set of isolated spikes was determined. Before
the beginning of anthesis, one to four spikes of each plant were isolated using glassine
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bags. After ripening, the bagged spikes were harvested and the number of kernels
and spikelets was recorded. The seed set of a plant was defined as the number of
kernels divided by the number of spikelets, averaged over its isolated spikes. Plants
were considered male-sterile if they contained no seeds and male-fertile if at least one
seed was observed. The mean seed set of the three subsets of PopPrimepi was analysed
using the one-way analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD test. Observed ratios of fertile
and sterile plants of the mapping populations were compared to expected segregation
patterns using the χ2 goodness-of-fit test. The modes of the seed set distributions of
the fertile descendants were analysed using Hartigan’s dip test. The significance level
was set at α = 0.05 for all tests. Statistical analysis of the seed set was performed
using R version 3.3.2 (R Core Team 2016).

2.3 Marker development, genotyping and marker selection

Total genomic DNA was extracted from freeze-dried, young leaf tissue according to the
protocol reported by Plaschke et al. (1995). The mapping populations involving the
Rf1 donor accessions R3, R113 and L19 were genotyped using a 15k + 5k Infinium®

iSelect® array containing 17,267 biallelic SNP markers combined from the 90k iSelect
array and the 820k Axiom® array developed by Wang et al. (2014) and Winfield et al.
(2016), respectively. Raw marker genotypes from this SNP array were obtained from
TraitGenetics GmbH, Germany. For each of the three populations, SNP markers were
discarded if the parental SNP genotypes were unavailable, monomorphic or heterozyg-
ous. Furthermore, SNP markers were discarded if the minor allele frequency (MAF)
was smaller than 10% or the number of missing genotypes exceeded 10%. For groups
of SNP markers that exhibited identical genotypes across the descendants of a popu-
lation, the marker with the fewest missing values was kept, whereas the other markers
of the group were not used for the construction of linkage maps. To enable an optimal
comparison between the linkage maps of the populations derived from R3, R113 and
L19, the duplicate markers in each of these populations were only discarded if they
were not kept for linkage mapping in one of the other two populations at this selection
step.
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Rf3 was initially mapped in PopPrimepi. All individuals of the population were geno-
typed with SSR markers that are located on the short arm of chromosome 1B (Somers
et al. 2004) and that were polymorphic between Sperber and Primepi. Polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) mix components and the PCR temperature profile for SSR markers
are listed in Table 3 and 4, respectively. Primer sequences and annealing temperat-
ures (Ta) were obtained from GrainGenes (2016). PCR products were separated on
polyacrylamide gels (Table 5) in vertical electrophoresis chambers at 50V. Individuals
that exhibited a recombination for SSR markers flanking Rf3 were genotyped using
a 15k Infinium iSelect SNP array, which contained 13,006 biallelic SNP markers that
were also included on the aforementioned 15k + 5k SNP array. SNP genotypes of this
array were provided by TraitGenetics GmbH, Germany. SNP marker pruning in this
population was based on the parental marker genotypes, the MAF and the number of
missing marker genotypes as described in the previous paragraph. For SNPs linked to
Rf3 in this population, cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) markers were
developed. To increase the size of CAPS fragments, the SNP-flanking DNA sequences
retrieved from The Triticeae Toolbox (2016) were searched against the sequence data-
bases CerealsDB (2016), GrainGenes (2016), KOMUGI (2016) and URGI (2016) using
the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). Sequences obtained from the BLAST
searches were aligned using Clustal Omega (2016). Consensus sequences were the basis
for the design of PCR primers using the Primer3 program (Untergasser et al. 2012).
The components for the PCR mix and the PCR temperature profile for CAPS markers
are listed in Table 3 and 4, respectively. Optimal annealing temperatures for CAPS
markers were determined by gradient PCRs from 55 to 64 °C. Restriction enzymes
were chosen using the analysis tool SNP2CAPS (IPK Gatersleben, Germany). For the
digestion of amplified DNA, 5 µl of the PCR product were incubated together with
2U restriction enzyme in a reaction volume of 10 µl using enzyme-specific buffer solu-
tions. Digested PCR products were resolved on polyacrylamide gels as described for
SSR markers. Individuals of PopPrimepi that exhibited a recombination in the gen-
omic target area were used to validate CAPS markers by comparing the CAPS marker
genotypes to the SNP array-derived genotypes. CAPS marker genotypes were com-
pared to genotypes of flanking SSR markers for non-recombinant descendants of this
population. For the validation of a closely linked CAPS marker, subsets of the pop-
ulations derived from PR143, Palmaress, Badenkrone, Badenstern, Holstenkorn and
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Schwabenspelz were genotyped. These subsets comprised 170, 91, 284, 87, 85 and 87
individuals, respectively.

Table 3 Components for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) mixes for simple sequence repeat (SSR)
and cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) markers

Component
Final concentration

SSR CAPS

DNA 5.3 ng/µl 4.0 ng/µl
Tris-HCl 75.00mM 75.00mM
(NH4)2SO4 20.00mM 20.00mM
Tween 20 0.10‰ (v/v) 0.10‰ (v/v)
dNTPs 0.80mM 1.00mM
MgCl2 2.00mM 1.50mM
Primer mix (labeled) 0.6 µM 0.5 µM
Taq polymerase 25.33U/ml 25.00U/ml

Table 4 PCR temperature profile applied for SSR and CAPS markers. The annealing temperature
is denoted by Ta

Step Temperature Duration

Initial denaturation 94 °C 3min

35 cycles
94 °C 10 s
Ta 30 s
72 °C 50 s

Final extension 72 °C 15min

To analyse the distribution of Rf1 and Rf3, the set of 524 breeding lines was genotyped
using the aforementioned 15k Infinium iSelect array. The Rf1 donor accessions and
the T. timopheevii accessions were genotyped with the 15k + 5k Infinium iSelect array.
SNP marker genotypes were provided by TraitGenetics GmbH. Markers with more
than 10% missing values or a MAF smaller than 1% were discarded for this analysis.
The relationship between the Rf3 genotype of the 30 spelt cultivars and their genetic
similarity to common wheat was evaluated by genotyping the spelt cultivars together
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Table 5 Components used for the preparation of polyacrylamide gels

Component Final concentration

Urea 7.47 M
Tris 0.10 M
Boric acid 0.10 M
EDTA 1.00 mM
Acrylamide 0.67 M
Bisacrylamide 16.16 mM
APS 1.14 mM
TEMED 69.50 mM

with 368 German common wheat cultivars using 33 SSR markers evenly distributed
across the wheat genome.

The development of marker assays for candidate genes of the pentatricopeptide repeat
(PPR) gene family was based on target enrichment sequencing, which was conduc-
ted by the IPK Gatersleben, Germany (Zhou et al. 2017). The target enrichment
sequencing approach was previously described for sequencing of resistance genes of the
nucleotide-binding and leucine-rich repeat (NB-LRR) gene family and was adopted by
the IPK Gatersleben for targeted resequencing of PPR genes (Jupe et al. 2013; Andolfo
et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2017). RNA baits for target enrichment were designed based on
PPR gene sequences that were predicted and annotated in genomic and transcriptomic
sequences of T. aestivum, Triticum urartu, Triticum turgidum, Aegilops tauschii and
Aegilops sharonensis (Jia et al. 2013; Krasileva et al. 2013; Ling et al. 2013; IWGSC
2014; Chapman et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2017). The RNA baits were used to capture
PPR-specific DNA fragments of the maintainer line Sperber and the restorer accessions
R3, R113, L19 and Primepi by hybridisation. Reads obtained from capture sequencing
were assembled and aligned to the reference sequence of Chinese Spring. Zhou et al.
(2017) identified 79 Rf-like (RFL)-PPR genes, which shared high homology with pre-
viously identified Rf genes of the PPR gene family (Rf-PPR genes; Fujii et al. 2011).
The RFL-PPR genes were distributed across chromosomes 1A, 1B, 1D, 2A, 2B, 2D,
5B, 6A, 6B, 6D, 7B and 7D, but most of them were located on the chromosomes of
homoeologous group 1. The distribution of RFL-PPR genes across the wheat genome
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is illustrated in Figure 1. On the short arms of the chromosomes 1A and 1B, 10 and
21 candidate genes for Rf1 and Rf3 were detected, respectively. Based on the aligned
reads from capture sequencing, Zhou et al. (2017) extracted RFL-PPR gene regions
to find SNPs between the gene sequences of Sperber and the restorer accessions R3,
R113, L19 and Primepi. Between Sperber and the Rf1 donor accessions, 193 unique
SNPs were detected within RFL-PPR genes on the short arm of chromosome 1A. These
SNPs were distributed across nine of ten candidate genes on this chromosome (RFL01–
RFL10 ). RFL05 did not exhibit any SNP. Between Sperber and Primepi, 87 SNPs
were detected within 13 of 21 candidate genes on chromosome 1BS (RFL11–RFL31 ).
No SNPs were found in RFL19, RFL24 and RFL26–RFL31.

The 280 SNPs detected by Zhou et al. (2017) were provided to the Bavarian State
Research Center for Agriculture for marker development and linkage mapping. For
each of the two restorer loci, 48 SNPs were selected for the development of competitive
allele-specific PCR assays. The selection of SNPs for marker development was based on
sequencing depth and the distribution across the candidate genes. Furthermore, SNPs
were not used for marker development if non-target SNPs were located in a 40 bp
region flanking the target SNP. To improve the design of PCR primers, non-target
SNPs identified by multiple sequence alignment (Clustal Omega 2016) were integrated
in the SNP-flanking sequences (200 bp). Sequences containing many non-target SNPs
were extended up to 400 bp. The consensus sequences of these alignments were the
basis for primer design, which was conducted by Fluidigm® GmbH, Germany. One set
of primers comprised two allele-specific forward primers and a common reverse primer.
The developed 96 SNP markers were used to genotype the populations derived from
the restorer lines R3, R113, L19, Primepi and Badenkrone using the Fluidigm EP1
genotyping platform. SNP genotypes were called using the Fluidigm SNP Genotyping
Analysis software. Genotypes of all markers within a candidate gene were merged to
construct a consensus genotype for the candidate gene.
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Figure 1 Distribution of 79 RFL-PPR genes across the wheat genome (Zhou et al. 2017). Genes are
highlighted in green if at least on single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) was detected between the
parental lines
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2.4 Linkage map construction

For the mapping populations derived from Rf1 donor accessions, linkage maps were
constructed based on whole-genome SNP marker genotypes. These linkage maps en-
abled interval mapping of Rf1 and other segregating loci that affected fertility res-
toration. In contrast, in the populations involving the Rf3 donor lines, Rf3 was loc-
ated together with molecular markers by linkage mapping using the binary phenotype.
Linkage maps were constructed using JoinMap® version 4.0 (van Ooijen 2006). Linkage
groups were established using independence logarithm of the odds (LOD) values larger
than 3.0. For the populations derived from Rf1 donor lines, linkage groups were dis-
carded if they contained less than three markers or spanned less than 10 centimorgans
(cM). Linkage mapping was performed using Kosambi’s mapping function (Kosambi
1944) and a regression-based procedure developed by Stam (1993). Maps were con-
structed by adding loci one by one, starting with the two most informative loci. The
optimal position of an added locus was determined by comparing a goodness-of-fit
statistic for all possible positions. This statistic compared direct recombination fre-
quencies to map-derived recombination frequencies. A marker was removed again if
the goodness-of-fit statistic changed by more than 5.0 or if the locus gave rise to neg-
ative map distances. After a locus was added to the map, the goodness-of-fit for all
possible permutations within a moving window of three adjacent loci was determined,
and the best-fitting order was kept. Only pairwise data with recombination frequen-
cies below 0.4 and a LOD value larger than 1.0 were considered for map construction.
If loci were removed in this procedure, an attempt was made to integrate them in a
second round. All previously removed loci were added to the map in a third round of
regression mapping if one or more markers were removed in the second round and if a
linkage group harboured loci affecting fertility restoration. For these linkage groups, a
marker was manually removed if its mean contribution to the goodness-of-fit statistic
exceeded 5.0. A marker of these linkage groups was also discarded if the sum of the
absolute differences between the pairwise distances and the map-based distances to
the nearest informative neighbour loci was larger than 10 cM. Markers of these link-
age groups were manually removed until the results of regression mapping met the
abovementioned criteria. The marker order of all linkage groups was validated using
linkage maps developed by Wang et al. (2014), Maccaferri et al. (2015a), Maccaferri
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et al. (2015b) and Allen et al. (2017). Segregation distortion was analysed using the
χ2 goodness-of-fit test. P values of the χ2 test were adjusted for multiple testing using
a false-discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 for each population. Consensus maps for quant-
itative trait locus (QTL) analysis across populations were constructed using the map
integration function of JoinMap by following the same procedure described for maps
derived from single biparental crosses. Graphical presentation of linkage maps was
performed using MapChart version 2.1 (Voorrips 2002).

2.5 QTL analysis

In the populations derived from the Rf1 donor accessions R3, R113 and L19, loci affect-
ing fertility restoration were detected by QTL analyses. The initial QTL detection and
estimation of QTL parameters in these populations was performed using the R pack-
age R/qtl (Broman et al. 2003; R Core Team 2016). The standard approach for QTL
detection, maximum-likelihood estimation, makes use of the assumption that the resid-
ual phenotypic variation is normally distributed (Lander and Botstein 1989). However,
this assumption could not be made for the populations of the present study, for which
a substantial proportion of the descendants was expected to be completely sterile.
Although the standard approach under a normal model can work reasonably well if
the fraction of individuals with an extreme phenotypic value is small, this method can
lead to the detection of false QTL if many individuals exhibit an extreme phenotypic
value (Broman 2003). To avoid this, in the present study, the initial QTL detection
was performed by simple interval mapping using the two-part model, which combines
two analyses: one for the binary phenotype of all individuals and the other for the
quantitative phenotype of the fertile individuals. Conditional genotype probabilities
were calculated at a grid of 1-cM intervals and at all marker loci assuming a geno-
typing error rate of 0.0001. For each position of a putative QTL, maximum-likelihood
estimates for the parameters θ = (π1, π2, µ1, µ2, σ) were obtained by maximising the
likelihood function

L(θ) =
∏
i

∑
j

pij(1− πj)1−zi{πjf(yi;µj, σ)}zi ,
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where πj was the probability that individual i is fertile given QTL genotype j,

µj was the mean phenotypic value of individuals with QTL genotype j,

σ was the common phenotypic standard deviation,

pij was the probability that the QTL genotype of individual i is j,

zi was the binary phenotype of individual i with zi ∈ {0, 1} and

f(yi;µj, σ) was the density function for a normal distribution with mean µ and standard
deviation σ (Broman 2003).

For each position on the map, the evidence of QTL was summarized by a LOD score,
which is the common logarithm of the ratio of the maximum likelihood to the likelihood
under the null hypothesis. Genome-wide LOD thresholds were calculated by 10,000
permutations of the phenotypic data (Churchill and Doerge 1994). A genome-wide
LOD threshold was defined as the 0.95 quantile of the maximum LOD scores obtained
from these permutations. The significance of a QTL was judged based on an empirical
P value of the two-part model (Pπµ), which was defined as the proportion of the
maximum LOD scores obtained by permutation that met or exceeded the particular,
observed LOD score. As suggested by Broman and Sen (2009), a LOD support interval
was defined as the interval in which the LOD score was within 1.5 units of its maximum.
Physical positions of markers linked to QTL were obtained from a search of the SNP-
flanking sequence against the Chinese Spring RefSeq v1.0 using BLAST (IWGSC 2018).

To obtain more precise estimates for the location of QTL that were detected using the
two-part model, a multi-cross QTL analysis was conducted using the iQTLm algorithm
implemented in the MCQTL software (Charcosset et al. 2001; Jourjon et al. 2005). The
multi-cross QTL analysis was based on a consensus linkage map, which comprised only
chromosomes carrying previously detected QTL. The iQTLm algorithm was also ap-
plied for QTL analysis within populations to verify previously undetected QTL that
were discovered only in the multi-cross analysis. Conditional genotype probabilities
were calculated at all marker loci. If a marker interval exceeded 1 cM, genotype prob-
abilities were also calculated at loci in between, allowing a maximal distance of 1 cM. In
the process of QTL detection by the iQTLm algorithm, for each chromosome, loci as-
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sociated with the phenotype were selected as cofactors by forward selection and used to
detect QTL by composite interval mapping (CIM; Zeng 1994). Cofactors were searched
along the whole chromosome excluding loci within a 5-cM window of cofactors already
included in the linear model. QTL positions were then refined by using the detected
QTL as cofactors in another round of CIM. This procedure was repeated until QTL
positions converged (Larièpe et al. 2012; Mangin et al. 2014). The iQTLm algorithm
was applied for QTL analyses within populations using the following linear model:

y = 1Nµ+ Xqbq +
∑
c 6=q

(Xcbc) + e,

where y was a N × 1 vector of phenotypic values of N individuals of a population,

1N was a N × 1 vector of ones,

µ was the mean phenotypic value of a population,

Xq and Xc were N×2 matrices containing the genotype probabilities of parental alleles
at QTL q and cofactor c,

bq and bc were 2× 1 vectors containing the additive effects of parental alleles at QTL
q and cofactor c and

e was a N × 1 vector of residuals with e ∼ N(0, σ2
eI).

QTL analysis across the three populations derived from R3, R113 and L19 was per-
formed using the following model:

y∗ = Jµ∗ + X∗qb∗q +
∑
c6=q

(X∗cb∗c) + e∗,

where y∗ was aN∗×1 vector of phenotypic values ofN∗ individuals of three populations,

J was a N∗×3 matrix, whose elements were 0 or 1 depending whether or not individual
i∗ belonged to one of three populations,

µ∗ was a 3× 1 vector containing population-specific phenotypic means,
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X∗q and X∗c were N∗ × 4 matrices containing the genotype probabilities of parental
alleles at QTL q and cofactor c,

b∗q and b∗c were 4× 1 vectors containing the additive effects of parental alleles at QTL
q and cofactor c and

e∗ was a N∗ × 1 vector of residuals with e∗ ∼ N(0, σ2
e∗I).

The matrix notation for the two linear models was adopted from Bardol et al. (2013).
It was assumed that each parental line carried a different QTL allele and that the
effect of the allele of the common parent Sperber was the same in all populations. The
additive effects at a QTL were estimated so that they summed up to zero (Jourjon et al.
2005; Bardol et al. 2013). The significance of a locus was determined by comparing
stacked models with and without the respective locus using the F test and calculating
the − log10(P ) value. Empirical, genome-wide thresholds were calculated by 10,000
permutations at a significance level of α = 0.05 (Churchill and Doerge 1994). An
approximate LOD score was calculated from the F statistic: LOD = 0.217df1F , where
df1 was the numerator degree of freedom from the F test (Mangin et al. 2014). The
support interval for a QTL was defined as the interval for which the LOD score was
within 1.5 units of its maximum. The phenotypic variance explained by a model (R2)
was defined as the ratio of residual variances of a model including no QTL and the full
model. The explained phenotypic variance of a single QTL was defined as the ratio of
residual variances of two stacked models with and without the respective QTL (Mangin
et al. 2014).

In order to estimate the effects of QTL detected by the two-part model or iQTLm
in the presence of epistasis, the seed set was regressed on the conditional genotype
probabilities considering QTL × QTL interactions within each of the three populations
(Haley and Knott 1992). The following linear model was applied:

y = 1Nµ+ Xb + e,

where y was a N × 1 vector of phenotypic values of N individuals of a population,
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1N was a N × 1 vector of ones,

µ was the mean phenotypic value of a population,

X was an N ×K matrix with conditional genotype probabilities of N individuals and
K QTL and QTL-by-QTL interactions,

b was aK×1 vector with additive effects ofK QTL and QTL-by-QTL interactions and

e was a N × 1 vector of residuals with e ∼ N(0, σ2
eI).

Homozygous and heterozygous QTL genotypes were coded as −0.5 and 0.5, respect-
ively (Broman and Sen 2009). The percentage of the phenotypic variance explained
by a linear model (R2) was estimated by the ratio of the explained sum of squares of
the full model to the total sum of squares. The estimated ratio of phenotypic vari-
ance explained by a QTL or a QTL-by-QTL interaction was defined by the difference
between residual sum of squares of models with and without the particular variable,
divided by the total sum of squares (Broman and Sen 2009). Statistical significance of
epistatic interactions was determined using a heteroscedasticity-consistent Wald test,
which compared full and reduced models (Zeileis and Hothorn 2002; Zeileis 2004).
Individuals of a population were grouped with respect to their QTL genotypes to
analyse the penetrance and expressivity of QTL. According to Griffiths et al. (2000),
penetrance was defined as the percentage of individuals with a given genotype that
exhibit the associated discrete phenotype. In contrast, expressivity was defined as the
quantitative extent to which a given genotype is phenotypically expressed. To define
discrete QTL genotypes for this analysis, it was assumed that the true genotype is the
one with the higher conditional probability. Ratios of fertile and sterile plants among
QTL genotype groups were analysed using Fisher’s exact test to determine whether
a QTL affected the penetrance of a second QTL and to compare the penetrance of
two QTL within a population. For more than one comparison within a population,
FDR-adjusted P values were used. To assess whether a QTL affected the expressivity
of another QTL and if the expressivities of two QTL differed, the mean seed set of
QTL genotype groups was compared using one-way analysis of variance and Tukey’s
HSD test. Significance levels for statistical tests were set at α = 0.05.
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2.6 Distribution of marker haplotypes in the genomic target
regions across wheat species

The distribution of mapped loci was evaluated based on haplotypes constructed from
closely linked molecular markers. Pairwise genetic dissimilarities between marker hap-
lotypes were calculated using modified Roger’s distance:

dW = 1√
2m

√√√√ m∑
i=1

nj∑
j=1

(pij − qij)2,

where m was the number of markers and pij and qij were the frequencies of the jth
allele at the ith locus (Wright 1978; Reif et al. 2005). The matrix containing the
pairwise genetic distances was the basis for hierarchical cluster analysis of marker
haplotypes using the complete linkage method implemented in the R base package (R
Core Team 2016). Phylograms were drawn using APE (Paradis et al. 2004). Mean
genetic distances between haplotypes and groups of haplotypes were compared using
Welch’s t test, thereby assuming unequal variances (α = 0.05). The distribution of Rf3
in common wheat and spelt was also evaluated in the context of population structure.
The population structure of the common wheat breeding lines was analysed by PCoA
using the R package APE. Basis for PCoA were modified Roger’s distances calculated
from whole-genome SNP data. To verify whether Rf3 was homogeneously distributed
within the common wheat population, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated
between the binary Rf3 marker genotype information and each of the the top ten
eigenvectors determined by PCoA. A one-sample t test was used to determine whether
or not the coefficients were different from zero. P values of these tests were adjusted
for multiple testing using a FDR of 0.05. The distribution of Rf3 was additionally
estimated in 30 European spelt cultivars using a closely linked marker and testcrosses
with CMS-Sperber. The relationship between Rf3 and spelt population structure was
evaluated as described for the common wheat lines. To examine whether or not the Rf3
genotype of spelt depends on the genetic similarity to common wheat, the population
structure of the spelt cultivars was analysed together with 368 common wheat cultivars
by PCoA. Mean genetic distances between common wheat and spelt cultivars with and
without the restoring Rf3 allele were compared using Welch’s t test (α = 0.05).
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3 Results

3.1 Segregation of fertility restoration

For each plant of the ten mapping populations, an average of 3.50 spikes was analysed
to determine phenotypic values of individual plants (Table 6). Fertility restoration
in these populations ranged from complete cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) to par-
tially and fully restored fertility. The seed set generally increased from the base to
the apex of a spike. In all analysed populations, the majority of plants exhibited
either sterile or fertile spikes. The ratio of plants that exhibited both sterile and fer-
tile spikes ranged between 0.5% (PopPrimepi) and 19.1% (PopBadenstern), excluding
PopHolstenkorn, for which only one spike per plant was evaluated. Focusing on the
fertile descendants, the lowest and highest mean seed set was observed in the BC1 pop-
ulation PopBadenstern and the F2 population PopHolstenkorn, respectively. The seed
set distributions of the fertile plants are summarised in Figure 2. The fertile fractions
of the three subsets of PopPrimepi, which were cultivated in different environments, ex-
hibited mean seed sets (± standard deviation) of 1.77±0.25, 2.09±0.37 and 1.03±0.38
seeds per spikelet (Figure A1). A one-way analysis of variance and Tukey’s HSD test
revealed that the means of the three populations differed significantly, indicating that
the environment affected the seed set (P < 0.001).

For PopR3, more sterile than fertile individuals were observed. This result contradicts
the assumption that the restoration capacity of R3 is controlled independently by
two restorer-of-fertility (Rf ) loci. Analysing the segregation into fertile and sterile
plants using the χ2-goodness-of-fit test revealed that it also significantly deviated from
a possible 1:1 ratio, which would have been expected for a monogenic inheritance
of fertility restoration. This indicates incomplete penetrance of the involved restorer
locus. The population involving R113 exhibited a ratio of fertile and sterile descendants
that did not differ significantly from a 3:1 segregation pattern. This result is consistent
with the expected digenic control of restoration capacity of R113. The number of
fertile and sterile plants in all other BC1 populations exhibited no significant deviation
from a 1:1 ratio, indicating a monogenic inheritance of fertility restoration. This was
also observed for all three subsets of PopPrimepi (P ≥ 0.35). In the F2 population
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Table 6 Average number of analysed spikes per plant (N spikes), mean seed set of fertile individuals
± standard deviation (seeds per spikelet) and segregation of fertility restoration. Ratios of fertile
(N fertile) and sterile (N sterile) individuals were compared with theoretical ratios using the χ2-goodness-
of-fit test

Population Type N spikes Meanfertile N fertile:N sterile Tested ratio P

PopR3 BC1 3.47 0.61 ± 0.36 74:123 1:1 < 0.01
PopR113 BC1 3.46 0.88 ± 0.54 159:42 3:1 0.18
PopL19 BC1 3.47 0.98 ± 0.55 102:128 1:1 0.09
PopPrimepi BC1 3.48 1.57 ± 0.57 104:89 1:1 0.28
PopPR143 BC1 4.00 0.91 ± 0.37 117:104 1:1 0.38
PopPalmaress BC1 2.02 1.47 ± 0.51 50:41 1:1 0.35
PopBadenkrone BC1 3.87 1.02 ± 0.37 132:158 1:1 0.13
PopBadenstern BC1 3.95 0.54 ± 0.34 104:116 1:1 0.42
PopHolstenkorn F2 1.00 1.94 ± 0.69 70:31 3:1 0.19
PopSchwabenspelz BC1 3.85 0.82 ± 0.35 151:137 1:1 0.41

PopHolstenkorn, the segregation of fertility restoration did not differ significantly from
a 3:1 ratio of fertile and sterile plants, which was assumed for monogenic inheritance
of fertility restoration. Analysing the seed set of the fertile fractions with Hartigan’s
dip test did not suggest a multimodal distribution in any of the ten populations. The
smallest P value of the dip test was observed in PopR113 (P = 0.10), for which a
digenic control of fertility restoration was expected.
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Figure 2 Seed set distributions for the fertile fractions of the ten analysed mapping populations
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3.2 Genetic mapping of Rf1

3.2.1 Marker selection and linkage mapping

In the populations derived from the Rf1 donor lines R3, R113 and L19, a total of
2351, 2484 and 2545 polymorphic markers from the 20k single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) array, respectively, were selected for the construction of linkage maps. The
number of markers discarded at individual selection steps is summarised in Table A1.
A principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of genetic distances between the individuals of
the populations did not indicate any within-population structure (Figure A2). Keeping
markers that were monomorphic within populations and performing a PCoA across the
parental lines and across populations revealed that the genetic distance between R113
and L19 was smaller than the genetic distance between R3 and R113 and between R3
and L19. The genetic distance to Sperber was similar for all Rf1 donor accessions.
An analogous relationship was observed between the populations derived from these
accessions (Figure A3).

The linkage map for PopR3 comprised 1992 SNP markers, which were distributed over
31 linkage groups and spanned 2,957.5 centimorgans (cM; Figure 3a). A deviation
from the expected segregation ratio was observed for 46 markers on 16 linkage groups
(P ≤ 0.047). Segregation distortion affected mostly the chromosomes 1D, 2D, 3D,
5A and 6A (Figure 4a). The linkage map for PopR113 contained 26 linkage groups
with 2066 SNP markers, which spanned a map distance of 2994.4 cM (Figure 3b).
In PopR113, 132 markers exhibited segregation distortion (P ≤ 0.042). Distributed
across 11 linkage groups, most deviations from the expected ratio were observed on
chromosome 6B. On this chromosome, only the most distal part of the long arm was
not affected by segregation distortion. Furthermore, low recombination rates on this
chromosome resulted in a map length of only 77.1 cM. Several deviations from the
theoretical pattern were also observed on chromosome 2B and 3B (Figure 4b). The
PopL19-derived linkage map comprised 2100 SNP markers, which were distributed
across 27 linkage groups (Figure 3c). The linkage map of this population spanned a
mapping distance of 2971.4 cM. Only nine of the mapped markers exhibited a devi-
ation from the expected segregation ratio (P ≤ 0.015). These deviating markers were
distributed across six linkage groups (Figure 4c). A comparison between the marker
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positions of one of the reference linkage maps (Maccaferri et al. 2015b) and the linkage
maps derived from PopR3, PopR113 and PopL19 is illustrated in Figures A4, A5 and
A6, respectively. Based on the developed linkage maps of the three populations, a
consensus map was constructed. For this, only chromosomes that were found to carry
quantitative trait loci (QTL) were integrated.
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Figure 3 Distribution of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers across the linkage groups
of PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b) and PopL19 (c). The number of mapped markers per linkage group is
depicted at the bottom of each subfigure
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Figure 4 Segregation ratio of SNP markers across the linkage groups of PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b) and
PopL19 (c). The segregation ratio was defined as the number of heterozygous genotypes divided by
the total number of genotypes. Markers on the subgenomes A, B and D are represented by grey, blue
and green dots, respectively. Thresholds for genome-wide false-discovery rates of 0.05 are illustrated
by grey lines
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3.2.2 QTL analysis

In PopR3, a genome-wide scan using the two-part model revealed one QTL on chro-
mosome 1AS (Rf1 ) and a second QTL on chromosome 1BS, which is hereafter referred
to as QRf.lfl-1BS (Figure 5a). Genetic map positions of the two loci are illustrated in
Figure 6a, Figure 7a and Table 7. Markers within the logarithm of the odds (LOD)
support intervals of Rf1 and QRf.lfl-1BS did not deviate from the expected segregation
ratios. Whereas the restorer locus Rf1 affected the binary phenotype, the quantitative
phenotype of the fertile plants remained unaffected. In contrast, QRf.lfl-1BS affected
only the quantitative phenotype of fertile individuals, indicating that it may be a mod-
ifier locus.

Figure 5 Logarithm of the odds (LOD) score curves for quantitative trait loci (QTL) detected in
PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b) and PopL19 (c) using the two-part model. LOD scores for the two-part
model, the model for the binary phenotype and the model for the quantitative phenotype of the fertile
fraction are illustrated by black, blue and green lines, respectively. The dashed, grey lines represent
the thresholds for QTL detection

A genome-wide scan in PopR113 detected one QTL on chromosome 1AS and a second
QTL on chromosome 6BS, presumably representing the restorer loci Rf1 and Rf4, re-
spectively (Figure 5b). The genetic map positions of Rf1 and Rf4 in this population are
displayed in Figure 6b, Figure A10b and Table 7. A possible third QTL on chromosome
6A did not reach significance (Pπµ = 0.09) and was not analysed further. Segregation
patterns of markers within the support interval of the restorer locus on chromosome
1AS did not deviate from the expected ratios. In contrast, all markers on chromosome
6B exhibited the heterozygous genotype more often than was expected. Rf1 affected
both the binary phenotype and the quantitative phenotype of the fertile descendants.
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Rf4 influenced the binary phenotype, but no effect was observed on the quantitative
phenotype of fertile individuals. In PopL19, two QTL were detected: one on chro-
mosome 1AS, which probably corresponds to Rf1, and the other one on chromosome
1BS, which is hereafter called QRf.lfl-1BS (Figure 5c). Genetic map positions of Rf1
and QRf.lfl-1BS are illustrated in Figure 6c, Figure 7b and Table 7. No segregation
distortion was observed for markers within the support intervals of the two detected
loci. Similar as observed in PopR3, Rf1 influenced the binary phenotype, whereas the
QTL on chromosome 1B had only an effect on the quantitative phenotype of the fertile
fraction of PopL19, indicating that it is a modifier locus. Genome-wide LOD scores of
the two-part model for PopR3, PopR113 and PopL19 are depicted in Figures A7, A8
and A9, respectively.

Figure 6 Position of Rf1 on chromosome-1A linkage maps derived from PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b)
and PopL19 (c) and on the consensus map (d). Black bars and blue boxes depict 1.5-LOD support
intervals for Rf1, which were estimated using the two-part model within populations (a-c) and iQTLm
across populations (d). Map positions are given in centimorgan (cM)
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Figure 7 Position of QRf.lfl-1BS on chromosome-1B linkage maps derived from PopR3 (a) and
PopL19 (b) and on the consensus map (c). Black bars and blue boxes depict 1.5-LOD support
intervals for QRf.lfl-1BS, which were estimated using the two-part model within populations (a, b)
and iQTLm across populations (c). Map positions are given in cM
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Table 7 Chromosomes, genetic map positions, 1.5-LOD support intervals (cM), peak markers and their physical positions (mega base pairs;
Mbp), maximum LOD scores, and P values for quantitative trait loci (QTL) detected using the two-part model. Pπµ, Pπ and Pµ are the
P values of the two-part model, the model for the binary phenotype and the model for the quantitative phenotype considering only fertile
individuals, respectively

Population Locus Chromosome Map position Peak marker LOD Pπµ Pπ Pµ

PopR3
Rf1 1AS 20.7 (19.2–21.1) AX-94682405 (14.14) 39.9 < 0.001 < 0.001 1
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 20.0 (11.0–26.0) AX-94769850 (16.85) 7.6 < 0.001 0.56 < 0.001

PopR113
Rf1 1AS 14.3 (13.1–16.3) AX-94682405 (14.14) 17.4 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
Rf4 6BS 15.0 (0.0–25.0) IWA52 (32.33) 7.0 < 0.001 < 0.001 1

PopL19
Rf1 1AS 24.5 (23.8–25.7) AX-94682405 (14.14) 50.0 < 0.001 < 0.001 1
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 31.0 (23.0–37.8) AX-94961642 (22.02) 9.1 < 0.001 1 < 0.001
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To obtain more precise estimates of the location of the detected restorer and mod-
ifier loci, a consensus map comprising the target chromosomes 1A, 1B and 6B was
employed for QTL detection using the iQTLm algorithm within and across the pop-
ulations PopR3, PopR113 and PopL19. Due to the strong segregation distortion on
chromosome 6B in PopR113, linkage maps could not be integrated for this chromosome.
Instead, the PopR113-derived map was used for the iQTLm analysis of chromosome
6B. The iQTLm method within PopR3 confirmed the previously detected loci Rf1 and
QRf.lfl-1BS. In addition, a further QTL was located on the long arm of chromosome
1B (Figure 8a). This QTL is hereafter referred to as QRf.lfl-1BL. In PopR113, the
iQTLm algorithm corroborated the previously detected restorer loci Rf1 and Rf4, and,
in addition, a third QTL on chromosome 6BL (QRf.lfl-6BL) was found (Figure 8b). In
the population derived from L19, the iQTLm algorithm discovered the same two QTL
that were observed using the two-part model, namely Rf1 and QRf.lfl-1BS (Figure 8c).
Combining the phenotypic and genotypic data from all three populations to conduct
QTL detection across populations confirmed four of the loci that were detected within
populations using iQTLm, namely Rf1, QRf.lfl-1BS, Rf4 and QRf.lfl-6BL. The QTL
on chromosome 1BL (QRf.lfl-1BL) did not reach significance in the across-population
iQTLm analysis (P = 0.062; Figure 9). The 1.5-LOD support interval for Rf1 was
reduced to 0.1 cM on the consensus map using iQTLm across populations compared
to 1.9–3.2 cM on the initial linkage maps using the two-part model. Analogously, the
support interval for QRf.lfl-1BS was narrowed down from 14.8–15.0 cM to 9.0 cM. The
location of Rf4 was delimited to an interval of 16.8 cM compared to 25.0 cM on the
PopR113-derived map. The positions of the detected loci on the consensus map are
illustrated in Figure 6d, Figure 7c, Figure A10 and Table 8.
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Table 8 Chromosomes, positions on the consensus linkage map, 1.5-LOD support intervals (cM), peak markers and their physical positions
(Mbp), maximum LOD scores, explained phenotypic variances (R2) and regression coefficients (β; seeds per spikelet) for QTL detected using
the iQTLm algorithm. All genetic factors were significant with P values < 0.001

Population Genetic factor Chromosome Map position Peak marker LOD R2 βSperber βR3 βR113 βL19

PopR3

Rf1 1AS 19.5 (19.4–19.6) AX-94682405 (14.14) 47.0 0.53 −0.25 0.25
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 28.4 (14.4–28.7) IWB12257 (17.73) 9.2 0.18 −0.11 0.11
QRf.lfl-1BL 1BL 105.4 (92.0–113.4) IWB44606 (658.71) 2.5 0.06 −0.06 0.06
Full model 0.59

PopR113

Rf1 1AS 19.5 (19.4–21.4) AX-94682405 (14.14) 22.8 0.35 −0.33 0.33
Rf4 6BS 12.7 (0.0–19.1) AX-95173841 (25.60) 4.0 0.09 −0.16 0.16
QRf.lfl-6BL 6BL 69.4 (30.3–77.1) IWA2431 (712.35) 3.3 0.07 0.13 −0.13
Full model 0.41

PopL19
Rf1 1AS 20.4 (19.3–22.8) IWB9312 (16.39) 56.6 0.53 −0.42 0.42
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 29.1 (22.0–36.1) AX-94961642 (22.02) 10.2 0.17 −0.18 0.18
Full model 0.59

Multi-cross

Rf1 1AS 19.5 (19.4–19.5) AX-94682405 (14.14) 114.0 0.46 −0.51 −0.01 0.17 0.35
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 28.4 (23.4–32.4) IWB12257 (17.73) 15.4 0.10 −0.17 0.05 −0.07 0.18
Rf4 6BS 12.7 (1.6–18.4) AX-95173841 (25.60) 6.4 0.05 −0.08 −0.09 0.25 −0.09
QRf.lfl-6BL 6BL 69.3 (65.0–76.0) IWB57728 (711.24) 5.0 0.04 0.05 0.10 −0.21 0.06
Full model 0.52
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Figure 8 LOD score curves for QTL detected in PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b) and PopL19 (c) using
iQTLm within populations. The dashed, grey lines illustrate the genome-wide thresholds for QTL
detection

Figure 9 LOD score curves for QTL detected across the populations PopR3, PopR113 and PopL19
using iQTLm. The dashed, grey line illustrates the genome-wide threshold for QTL detection

QTL effects and effects of possible interactions were estimated using Haley-Knott re-
gression. In PopR3, the detected loci Rf1 and QRf.lfl-1BS revealed a significant inter-
action, which was therefore included in the multiple regression model for the estimation
of QTL parameters. The regression coefficients and the percentages of explained vari-
ance are listed in Table 9. According to the estimated regression coefficients, Rf1
exhibited an additive effect of 0.22 or 0.73 seeds per spikelet, depending on the geno-
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type of QRf.lfl-1BS. The favourable allele at this modifier locus was inherited from R3.
Classifying the PopR3 individuals on the basis of QTL genotypes showed that 14 plants
were sterile despite carrying a restoring allele at the Rf1 locus, thereby indicating in-
complete penetrance of Rf1. Assuming fertility for these individuals, the ratio of fertile
and sterile plants did not deviate from the 1:1 segregation pattern expected for a single
dominant restorer locus (P = 0.13). The comparison of discrete QTL genotype classes
furthermore confirmed that QRf.lfl-1BS is a modifier locus rather than a restorer locus
because it did not restore fertility in any of the PopR3 descendants. In contrast to the
results of the two-part model, the targeted analysis of specific QTL genotype classes
using Tukey’s HSD test and Fisher’s exact test suggested that QRf.lfl-1BS not only
affected the expressivity but also the penetrance of Rf1 (P < 0.001, Figure 10a). The
effects of Rf1 and QRf.lfl-1BS in PopR3 were additionally estimated by Haley-Knott
regression considering QRf.lfl-1BL, which was only detected using iQTLm. Including
this QTL in the linear model revealed that the three-way interaction Rf1×QRf.lfl-
1BS×QRf.lfl-1BL (P = 0.22) and the two-way interaction QRf.lfl-1BS×QRf.lfl-1BL
(P = 0.22) were not significant and were therefore excluded for the estimation of QTL
parameters. In contrast, the two-way interactions Rf1×QRf.lfl-1BS and Rf1×QRf.lfl-
1BL were significant and were retained in the model. Considering these interactions,
the effect of Rf1 varied between 0.16 and 0.82 seeds per spikelet. Analogous to QRf.lfl-
1BS, the favourable QRf.lfl-1BL allele was derived from R3. Classifying the individuals
of PopR3 on the basis of QTL genotypes clearly showed that none of the 58 plants
heterozygous for QRf.lfl-1BL restored fertility in the absence of Rf1. Hence, it can be
proposed that this QTL is a modifier locus. A comparison of the mean seed set and the
ratio of fertile and sterile individuals among the QTL genotype groups demonstrated
that QRf.lfl-1BS affected the expressivity (P < 0.001) and penetrance (P = 0.014)
of Rf1, whereas QRf.lfl-1BL only influenced its expressivity (P = 0.042), while the
penetrance (P = 0.36) remained unaffected. Fertile individuals carrying either QRf.lfl-
1BS, QRf.lfl-1BL or combining both modifier loci did not exhibit differences pertaining
expressivity (P ≥ 0.11) and penetrance (P ≥ 0.07; Figure 11a).

Haley-Knott regression in PopR113 revealed a significant interaction between the de-
tected restorer loci Rf1 and Rf4, which was included in the linear model. According
to the estimated regression coefficients, Rf1 exhibited an additive effect of 0.90 or 0.60
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Figure 10 Seed set of PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b) and PopL19 (c) ordered by QTL genotype classes. The
letters A/a, B/b and C/c at the bottom of the figure represent Rf1, QRf.lfl-1BS and Rf4, respectively.
Lower-case and capital letters refer to the alleles of Sperber and the restorer parents, respectively.
Different letters at the top of the figure denote significant differences for expressivity (green) and
penetrance (blue)

seeds per spikelet, conditional on homozygosity or heterozygosity at the Rf4 locus.
Analogously, Rf4 showed an additive effect of 0.43 or 0.14 seeds per spikelet (Table 9).
Assigning the PopR113 descendants to QTL genotype classes revealed that two plants
were sterile although they probably contained the restoring Rf1 allele. Furthermore,
16 plants were sterile despite carrying the restoring Rf4 allele. This discrepancy sug-
gests incomplete penetrance of Rf1 and Rf4. Rf1 revealed a superior expressivity
compared to Rf4 (P = 0.002), whereas no significant difference was observed for the
penetrance of the two loci (P = 0.20). Plants combining the favourable Rf1 and Rf4
alleles exhibited an increased expressivity and penetrance compared to individuals car-
rying only Rf4 (P < 0.001). No significant differences in expressivity (P = 0.84) or
penetrance (P = 0.20) were found between individuals carrying the restoring alleles
for Rf1 and Rf4 and plants harbouring only the fertility-restoring Rf1 allele (Figure
10b). Haley-Knott regression for this population was additionally performed consider-
ing QRf.lfl-6BL, which was only detected using the iQTLm algorithm. By adding this
locus to the linear model, the three-way interaction Rf1×Rf4×QRf.lfl-6BL (P = 0.14)
was not significant and was dropped from the model, whereas the two-way interactions
Rf1×Rf4, Rf1×QRf.lfl-6BL and Rf4×QRf.lfl-6BL were considered for the estimation
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of QTL parameters. Depending on Rf4 and QRf.lfl-6BL, Rf1 exhibited an additive
effect ranging from 0.38 to 1.18 seeds per spikelet. The fertility-enhancing allele of
QRf.lfl-6BL was inherited from Sperber. Grouping the individuals of PopR113 on the
basis of their genotypes at the three loci suggested that QRf.lfl-6BL is a modifier locus
because it did not restore fertility in any of the 11 individuals carrying the QRf.lfl-6BL
allele of Sperber in the absence of Rf1 and Rf4. Comparing the mean seed set and
the ratio of fertile and sterile individuals among the groups showed that Rf1 only ex-
hibited a higher expressivity than Rf4 if QRf.lfl-6BL was homozygous for the allele of
Sperber (P < 0.001). No differences were found between the penetrance of Rf1 and
Rf4 (P ≥ 0.19). Irrespective of this modifier locus, the expressivity and penetrance of
individuals carrying both Rf1 and Rf4 was higher compared to individuals harbouring
only Rf4 (P ≤ 0.039). Under the premise that QRf.lfl-6BL was fixed for the compar-
ison of plants carrying either Rf1 or a combination of Rf1 and Rf4, stacking of these
two Rf genes did not result in a superior expressivity or penetrance (P ≥ 0.29; Figure
11b).

In PopL19, a significant interaction between the two detected loci Rf1 and QRf.lfl-
1BS was observed. Depending on the QRf.lfl-1BS genotype, Rf1 exhibited an additive
effect of 0.50 or 1.22 seeds per spikelet (Table 9). The favourable allele at this locus
was inherited from L19. Grouping the individuals of PopL19 based on the genotypes
of the two loci confirmed the assumption that QRf.lfl-1BS is a modifier locus because
it did not cause fertility restoration in any of analysed individuals carrying a non-
restoring Rf1 allele. Analogous to observations in PopR3 and PopR113, 14 plants
were sterile although they were heterozygous at the Rf1 locus, suggesting incomplete
penetrance of Rf1. QRf.lfl-1BS influenced both the expressivity and penetrance of Rf1
(P ≤ 0.008; Figure 10c). QTL parameters were additionally estimated in the process
of QTL detection using iQTLm. Percentages of explained phenotypic variance and
estimated regression coefficients are summarised in Table 8.
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Figure 11 Seed set of PopR3 (a) and PopR113 (b) ordered by QTL genotype classes, additionally
considering QRf.lfl-1BL and QRf.lfl-6BL, which were only detected by iQTLm analysis in the respect-
ive population. The letters A/a, B/b, C/c, D/d and E/e at the bottom of the subfigures represent
Rf1, QRf.lfl-1BS, Rf4, QRf.lfl-1BL and QRf.lfl-6BL, respectively. Lower-case and capital letters refer
to the alleles of Sperber and R3/R113, respectively. Different letters at the top of the subfigures
denote significant differences for expressivity (green) and penetrance (blue)
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Table 9 Explained phenotypic variance (R2), estimated regression coefficients (β; seeds per spike-
let) and P values for detected QTL and interactions. Alternative models were fitted additionally
considering QRf.lfl-1BL and QRf.lfl-6BL, which were only detected using iQTLm

Population Genetic factor Chromosome R2 β P

PopR3

Rf1 1AS 0.56 0.48 < 0.001
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 0.21 0.26 < 0.001
Rf1×QRf.lfl-1BS 0.11 0.51 < 0.001
Full model 0.68

Rf1 1AS 0.57 0.49 < 0.001
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 0.18 0.24 < 0.001
QRf.lfl-1BL 1BL 0.03 0.09 0.022
Rf1×QRf.lfl-1BS 0.10 0.48 < 0.001
Rf1×QRf.lfl-1BL 0.01 0.18 0.011
Full model 0.71

PopR113

Rf1 1AS 0.33 0.75 < 0.001
Rf4 6BS 0.05 0.28 <0.001
Rf1×Rf4 0.01 −0.30 0.042
Full model 0.37

Rf1 1AS 0.37 0.78 < 0.001
Rf4 6BS 0.06 0.30 < 0.001
QRf.lfl-6BL 6BL 0.11 −0.29 < 0.001
Rf1×Rf4 0.01 −0.23 0.049
Rf1×QRf.lfl-6BL 0.05 −0.57 < 0.001
Rf4×QRf.lfl-6BL 0.01 0.26 0.032
Full model 0.48

PopL19

Rf1 1AS 0.56 0.86 < 0.001
QRf.lfl-1BS 1BS 0.17 0.36 < 0.001
Rf1×QRf.lfl-1BS 0.08 0.72 < 0.001
Full model 0.67
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3.2.3 Validation of RFL-PPR candidate genes

Basis for the identification of candidate genes were the ten Rf-like pentatricopeptide
repeat (RFL-PPR) genes on chromosome 1AS that Zhou et al. (2017) detected by
capture sequencing of Sperber, R3, R113 and L19. In this preliminary study, 193
unique SNPs were detected within nine of these candidate genes. For 48 of these
SNPs, competitive allele-specific marker assays were developed. The marker assays
were used to genotype PopR3, PopR113, PopL19 and their parental lines. For RFL01,
RFL02 and RFL06, at least one marker was polymorphic across all three populations.
For RFL03, RFL04, RFL08 and RFL10, markers were only polymorphic in PopR3.
The number of polymorphic assays in PopR3, PopR113 and PopL19 is summarised
in Table 10. A considerable number of marker assays could not be used for linkage
mapping because SNP allele calling revealed only one genotype cluster. About 61%
of these non-informative marker assays revealed both alleles for all individuals of a
population, indicating a large proportion of multi-locus amplification.

Table 10 Number of polymorphic marker assays for Rf1 candidate genes

Scaffold ID RFL-PPR gene Developed assays
Polymorphic assays

PopR3 PopR113 PopL19

scaffold44309
RFL01 6 2 2 2
RFL02 6 1 1 1

scaffold83748

RFL03 5 1 0 0
RFL04 4 3 0 0
RFL06 6 1 1 1
RFL07 6 0 0 0

scaffold150701
RFL08 5 2 0 0
RFL09 5 0 0 0
RFL10 5 4 0 0

Genotypic information of polymorphic markers within the same gene was merged to a
single genotype representing the RFL-PPR gene. The polymorphic RFL-PPR genes
were integrated into the linkage maps of PopR3, PopR113 and PopL19 and the con-
sensus map. No recombination was observed between RFL01 and RFL02 in any of
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the three populations. In PopR3, cosegregation was also observed between RFL04 and
RFL06 and between RFL08 and RFL10, confirming the proximity of these genes on
the physical map. In the same population, two recombinations were observed between
RFL03 and the two cosegregating genes RFL04 and RFL06, and, as a consequence,
RFL03 was positioned distal to these two genes. The inconsistency between the RFL-
PPR gene nomenclature and the order of these genes on the genetic map may be
explained by a false scaffold orientation. In fact, the order of RFL03–RFL06 on the
genetic map of PopR3 is in agreement with the RefSeq v1.0 (IWGSC 2018). QTL
analysis using the two-part model revealed that RFL01 and RFL02 were located in-
side the 1.5-LOD support intervals for Rf1 in all three populations (Figure 12). The
support intervals for Rf1 in PopR3, PopR113 and PopL19 spanned 3.0, 3.1 and 2.0 cM,
respectively. In PopR3 and PopR113, RFL01 and RFL02 were mapped to the locus
with the maximum LOD score. Performing iQTLm analysis across the three popu-
lations located RFL01 and RFL02 in the 1.5-LOD support interval for Rf1, which
spanned 0.2 cM on the consensus map. Besides these two genes, only the array-derived
SNP marker AX-94682405 was located within the Rf1 support interval. Taken to-
gether, RFL01 and RFL02 were mapped to the Rf1 locus in all populations with both
methods.
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Figure 12 Positions of restorer-of-fertility-like pentatricopeptide repeat (RFL-PPR) genes on
chromosome-1A linkage maps derived from PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b) and PopL19 (c) and on the
consensus map (d). Black bars and blue boxes depict 1.5-LOD support intervals for Rf1, which were
estimated using the two-part model within populations (a–c) and iQTLm across populations (d).
Map positions are given in cM
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3.3 Analysis of the distribution of Rf1, QRf.lfl-1BS and Rf4

To determine whether Rf1 was exclusively introgressed from Triticum timopheevii or
if it independently exists in lines of common wheat (Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum),
such as R113 and L19, the SNP markers in the genomic target region were analysed in
all available Rf1 donor accessions, 17 T. timopheevii accessions and 524 common wheat
breeding lines. The distribution of Rf1 was evaluated based on a marker haplotype
comprising the 14 SNP markers that were located in any of the 1.5-LOD support inter-
vals for Rf1 together with three unmapped duplicate markers. The marker haplotype
covered a region spanning 8.17 mega base pairs (Mbp) in the reference sequence of
Chinese Spring (IWGSC 2018). For the analysis of the Rf1 region in common wheat,
17 breeding lines were excluded from the analysis because of missing marker genotypes.
Analysing the markers in the remaining 507 common wheat lines revealed minor al-
lele frequencies (MAFs) ranging from 0.19 to 0.49. Hierarchical cluster analysis of the
Rf1 marker haplotypes of T. timopheevii accessions, the breeding lines and the Rf1
donor accessions resulted in 22 groups, with each group representing a unique haplo-
type. The R3 haplotype was identical to those of the Rf1 donor line R4 and 13 T.
timopheevii accessions. The haplotypes of R113 and L19 were grouped with those of
two breeding lines. For the analysed markers, R1 was identical to 216 breeding lines,
and R2 was grouped together with R5. Cluster analysis further revealed that R113
and L19 were similar to T. timopheevii for the genomic region. For k ≤ 11 groups,
their haplotypes were assigned to the same group as 15 T. timopheevii accessions, R3
and 24 breeding lines. The results of the cluster analysis are summarised in Figure
13. By comparing the genetic distance between the haplotypes of R113/L19 and T.
timopheevii (d = 0.31) to the genetic distance between the haplotypes of R113/L19
and the breeding lines (d = 0.61), it could be confirmed that, for the analysed marker
haplotype, R113 and L19 were genetically more similar to T. timopheevii (P < 0.001).

SNP marker haplotypes of Rf1 donor lines, T. timopheevii accessions and common
wheat lines were also employed to evaluate whether the modifier locus QRf.lfl-1BS and
the restorer locus Rf4 were introgressed from T. timopheevii. For the analysis of the
QRf.lfl-1BS region, a haplotype was constructed from 30 SNP markers located within
the 1.5-LOD support intervals in PopR3 and PopL19, including also duplicate markers.
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Figure 13 Phylogram for the Rf1 marker haplotypes of all known Rf1 donor lines, 17 Triticum
timopheevii accessions and 507 common wheat breeding lines. Lines under the dashed branches
belonged to the same group if the number of groups was restricted to k ≤ 11
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In the RefSeq v1.0, the 30 markers spanned a region of 19.9Mbp (IWGSC 2018).
Hierarchical cluster analysis resulted in 39 unique haplotypes among the two species.
The haplotype of R3, which was associated with the fertility-enhancing modifier allele,
was identical to the R4 haplotype. For k ≤ 10 groups, the haplotypes of R3 and
R4 formed a group with 16 T. timopheevii haplotypes (Figure A12). Based on the
30 SNPs, the mean genetic distance between R3 and all T. timopheevii accessions
(d = 0.38) was significantly smaller than the mean genetic distance between R3 and
all common wheat lines (d = 0.90; P < 0.001). L19, which was also identified as a
carrier of a favourable QRf.lfl-1BS allele, exhibited an identical haplotype as R113. In
contrast to R3, the haplotype of R113 and L19 was separated from the T. timopheevii
haplotypes for k ≥ 2 groups. Comparing the mean genetic distances corroborated that
the R113/L19 haplotype was genetically more similar to the haplotypes of common
wheat (d = 0.66) than to those of T. timopheevii (d = 0.70; P < 0.001).

To evaluate whether the restorer locus Rf4 was introgressed from T. timopheevii, SNP
markers in the Rf4 support interval were used to analyse the panel comprising Rf1
donor accessions, T. timopheevii and common wheat breeding lines. As a result of
the low recombination rate observed on chromosome 6B, the 263 SNP markers located
within the Rf4 support interval (including duplicates) covered 690.5Mbp of the chro-
mosome (IWGSC 2018). Hierarchical cluster analysis revealed 335 unique haplotypes.
The R113 haplotype, which was found to restore fertility in PopR113, was unique but
for k ≤ 182 groups, R113 was grouped with R1, R2, R5 and 16 T. timopheevii acces-
sions (Figure A13). A comparison of mean genetic distances confirmed that, for this
genomic region of chromosome 6B, R113 was genetically more similar to T. timopheevii
(d = 0.20) than to common wheat (d = 0.84; P < 0.001).
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3.4 Genetic mapping of Rf3

3.4.1 Marker selection and linkage mapping

Figure 14 Position of Rf3
on the chromosome-1B linkage
map derived from PopPrimepi.
Map distances are given in cM.
*The position of IWB73447
was based on 40 individuals

The fertility-restoring locus Rf3 was initially mapped in
the BC1 population PopPrimepi. In contrast to Rf1, which
was mapped by interval mapping, Rf3 was mapped using
the discrete phenotypes (sterile or fertile) as a proxy for the
Rf3 genotype, thereby assuming a monogenic inheritance
of fertility restoration. Five of the tested simple sequence
repeat (SSR) markers on chromosome 1BS were poly-
morphic between Sperber and Primepi and were used for
linkage mapping: Xbarc8, Xbarc128, Xgwm264, Xwmc406
and Xwmc798. The partial linkage map for chromosome
1BS comprising Rf3 and these five SSR markers spanned
33.7 cM (map not shown). Rf3 was flanked by the marker
loci Xbarc128 and Xwmc406, located 7.2 cM distal and
14.5 cM proximal to Rf3, respectively. In order to en-
rich this map interval with molecular markers, 40 indi-
viduals of PopPrimepi that were recombinant between the
flanking SSR loci were genotyped using the 15k Infinium®

iSelect® SNP array. PCoA of the whole-genome SNP data
revealed no population structure within the 40 individu-
als (Figures A2d and A3). After marker selection, 2688
polymorphic SNP markers remained for linkage mapping.
Linkage group construction revealed that three SNP mark-
ers were linked to Rf3, namely IWB14060, IWB72107 and
IWB73447. The segregation of these markers did not deviate from the expected 1:1
ratio (P = 1). The SNPs IWB14060 and IWB72107 were used to develop cleaved
amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) assays, designated CAPS_IWB14060 and
CAPS_IWB72107, respectively. The specifications for these CAPS assays is summar-
ised in Table A2. CAPS assay development for IWB73447 was not successful because
the SNP-surrounding sequence did not match the recognition site for a restriction en-
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zyme. All individuals of PopPrimepi were genotyped with the developed CAPS markers
and the original array-derived SNP genotypes of the 40 individuals were reproduced.
Furthermore, the CAPS markers confirmed the assumed genotypes of the plants that
were not genotyped with the SNP array. The linkage map derived from the SSR and
SNP genotypes of all individuals spanned 33.6 cM. Whereas IWB14060 was mapped
2.0 cM distal to Rf3, IWB72107 cosegregated with the restorer locus (Figure 14).

3.4.2 Marker validation

The linkage between CAPS_IWB72107 was subsequently validated in the mapping
populations involving PR143, Badenkrone, Badenstern, Holstenkorn and Schwabenspelz,
which were known as potential carriers of Rf3. In these populations, the CAPS marker
was mapped 0.6, 0.4, 2.3, 1.1 and 1.2 cM apart from Rf3, with one recombination in each
of PopPR143, PopBadenkrone, PopHolstenkorn, PopSchwabenspelz and two recombin-
ations in PopBadenstern. All six plants that exhibited a recombination between the as-
sumed Rf3 genotype and CAPS_IWB72107 were sterile. This CAPS marker was also
employed to validate the results of Panayotov et al. (1975), who identified Palmaress
as a carrier of restoring alleles on chromosomes 4A, 5B and 7D. Interestingly, in
PopPalmaress, strong linkage (2.2 cM; two recombinations) betweenCAPS_IWB72107
and a restorer gene on chromosome 1BS was observed, probably representing Rf3. The
results of the marker validation in these six mapping populations indicated that fertil-
ity restoration was exclusively controlled by the Rf3 locus. Furthermore, the findings
confirmed the close linkage between Rf3 and CAPS_IWB72107, which was previously
observed in PopPrimepi. CAPS_IWB72107 did not deviate from the expected se-
gregation patterns in any of the six validation populations (P ≥ 0.14). To assess the
diagnostic ability of CAPS_IWB72107, the marker was further validated in a diversity
panel comprising common wheat and European spelt (Triticum aestivum ssp. spelta)
accessions with previous knowledge about their putative Rf3 genotypes. The marker
allele of Primepi was set as the reference for the prediction of a fertility-restoring Rf3 al-
lele. The CAPS_IWB72107 genotype predicted the assumed genotype at the Rf3 locus
in all 29 analysed common wheat accessions (Table 11). Testcrosses between 30 spelt
accessions and CMS-Sperber revealed that 20 spelt lines held the capacity to restore
fertility and were therefore assumed to carry Rf3. The five restoring spelt accessions
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Ceralio, Tauro, Titan, Zollernspelz and Züricher Oberländer Rotkorn were excluded
from the diversity panel as there was no record that they belong to the duhamelianum
variety, which is the only spelt variety known to carry a restoring Rf3 allele (Tahir and
Tsunewaki 1969). CAPS_IWB72107 predicted the assumed Rf3 allele in 23 of the
remaining 25 spelt cultivars. Only the two spelt accessions Bauländer Spelz and Grey
did not reveal restoration capacity despite carrying the marker allele associated with
fertility restoration. Besides the two alleles that were previously observed in the map-
ping populations (Figure A11), CAPS_IWB72107 additionally revealed a null allele
for the negative controls 444-74, 539-74, 563-76, R1, R3, Samir and Sirino. Overall,
these results indicate that IWB72107 and the corresponding CAPS marker are suitable
for marker-assisted selection and related applications.

Table 11 Rf3 alleles (+ fertility-restoring allele; − non-restoring allele) and observed marker alleles
for CAPS_IWB72107 across the lines of the diversity panel. Superscript letters a and b denote
fertility and sterility of hybrids from testcrosses with CMS-Sperber, respectively

Accession Taxon Rf3 CAPS_IWB72107

Minister Common wheat + A
PR143 Common wheat +a A
Primepi Common wheat +a A
Prof. Marchal Common wheat + A
Alkor European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Altgold European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Badenkrone European spelt +a A
Badenstern European spelt +a A
Cosmos European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Divimar European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Ebners Rotkorn European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Epanis European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Holstenkorn European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Ostro European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Poeme European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Renval European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Rouquin European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Schwabenkorn European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
Schwabenspelz European spelt (var. duhamelianum) +a A
10-77 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
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Table 11 continued

Accession Taxon Rf3 CAPS_IWB72107

1-78 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
107-77 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
31-77 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
406-76 Common wheat (maintainer) −b G
435-76 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
441-78 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
444-74 Common wheat (maintainer) − Null
463-77 Common wheat (maintainer) −b G
50-74 Common wheat (maintainer) −b G
539-74 Common wheat (maintainer) − Null
563-76 Common wheat (maintainer) −b Null
609-73 Common wheat (maintainer) −b G
629-77 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
82-77 Common wheat (maintainer) − G
Bert Common wheat (maintainer) − G
Granit Common wheat (maintainer) − G
Mission Common wheat (maintainer) −b G
Navojoa Common wheat (maintainer) − G
PR189 Common wheat −a G
R1 Common wheat − Null
R3 Common wheat −a Null
Severin Common wheat (maintainer) − G
Sperber Common wheat (maintainer) −b G
Vorobey Common wheat (maintainer) − G
Albin European spelt −b G
Badengold European spelt −b G
Bauländer Spelz European spelt (var. duhamelianum) −b A
Filderweiss European spelt −b G
Franckenkorn European spelt (var. duhamelianum) −b G
Grey European spelt −b A
Hercule European spelt (var. album) −b G
Oberkulmer Rotkorn European spelt (var. duhamelianum) −b G
Samir European spelt −b Null
Sirino European spelt −b Null
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3.4.3 Validation of RFL-PPR candidate genes

Basis for the validation of Rf3 candidate genes were 87 SNPs detected across 13 RFL-
PPR genes on chromosome 1BS (Zhou et al. 2017). For 48 of these 87 SNPs, com-
petitive allele-specific marker assays were developed and used to genotype PopPrimepi,
PopBadenkrone, the corresponding parental lines and the four individuals of PopPR143,
PopBadenstern and PopSchwabenspelz that exhibited a putative recombination between
Rf3 and the marker CAPS_IWB72107. Markers were found to be polymorphic in
PopPrimepi and PopBadenkrone for RFL12, RFL13, RFL15 and RFL16. The re-
maining marker assays were only polymorphic in PopPrimepi, with the exception of
the two RFL11 SNPs, which were monomorphic in both populations. The number
of assays polymorphic in PopPrimepi and PopBadenkrone is summarised in Table 12.
For about 56% of the non-informative marker assays, both alleles were observed for all
individuals of a population, indicating a considerable proportion of multi-locus ampli-
fication.

Table 12 Number of polymorphic marker assays for Rf3 candidate genes

Scaffold ID RFL-PPR gene Developed assays
Polymorphic assays

PopPrimepi PopBadenkrone

scaffold35219

RFL11 2 0 0
RFL12 7 4 2
RFL13 7 5 5
RFL14 2 1 0
RFL15 5 2 2

scaffold5117 RFL16 3 1 1

scaffold108702

RFL17 2 1 0
RFL18 4 2 0
RFL20 3 3 0
RFL21 7 3 0
RFL22 4 4 0
RFL23 1 1 0

scaffold77575 RFL25 1 1 0
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Figure 15 Positions of
RFL-PPR genes on the
chromosome-1B linkage map
derived from PopPrimepi.
Map positions are given in cM

Genotypic information of polymorphic markers within the
same RFL-PPR gene was combined to construct a single
genotype representing the RFL-PPR gene. These geno-
types were integrated into the linkage maps derived from
PopPrimepi and PopBadenkrone. In PopPrimepi, Rf3
cosegregated with RFL12–RFL16. The remaining RFL-
PPR genes were mapped about 17.2 cM proximal to Rf3.
No recombination was observed between them (Figure 15).
In PopBadenkrone, RFL12, RFL13 and RFL15 cosegreg-
ated with CAPS_IWB72107 and were mapped 0.4 cM (one
recombination) apart from Rf3. A further recombina-
tion was observed between Rf3 and RFL16, which was
mapped 0.7 cM apart from Rf3. For the three plants of
PopPR143 and PopBadenstern that were sterile although
CAPS_IWB72107 indicated a fertility-restoring Rf3 al-
lele, the marker assays for RFL12–RFL15 also exhibited
the marker alleles of the respective Rf3 donor. In contrast,
the sterile recombinant individual of PopSchwabenspelz
carried the alleles of Sperber for these candidate genes.

3.5 Analysis of the distribution of Rf3

To estimate the distribution of Rf3 alleles, 524 common wheat breeding lines, 30 spelt
cultivars, 17 T. timopheevii accessions and the Rf3 donor Primepi were analysed using
the SNP marker IWB72107 and the thereof derived CAPS marker, which revealed dia-
gnostic potential in the diversity panel. The common wheat lines, the T. timopheevii
accessions and Primepi were additionally analysed using the SNP markers IWB14060
and IWB73447, which were located distal from IWB72107 in the RefSeq v1.0 (IWGSC
2018). Four breeding lines were excluded from the analysis because of missing marker
genotypes. In the common wheat panel, 8.9% of the lines carried the IWB72107 allele
that was associated with the restoring Rf3 allele. The closely linked markers IWB14060
and IWB73447 exhibited MAFs of 0.40 and 0.42, respectively. The Primepi marker
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haplotype was observed in the majority of the breeding lines that carried the favour-
able IWB72107 allele; only four common wheat lines exhibited the minor IWB72107
allele in another combination (Figure A14). PCoA of the whole-genome SNP data
revealed that IWB72107 alleles were not associated with any of the first four prin-
cipal coordinates (P ≥ 0.11), which jointly explained 13.5% of the genotypic variation,
thereby indicating a homogeneous distribution of IWB72107 alleles. The first two prin-
cipal coordinates are illustrated in Figure 16a. Analysing the restoration capacity and
IWB72107 marker genotypes of 30 spelt cultivars indicated that 20 cultivars (66.7%)
carried a fertility-restoring allele at the Rf3 locus. The five fertility-restoring spelt
accessions that were discarded from the diversity panel were included for this analysis
because the marker IWB72107 predicted the restoring Rf3 allele for all of them. As the
spelt cultivars Bauländer Spelz and Grey could not restore fertility in the testcrosses,
it was assumed that these cultivars did not carry a fertility-restoring Rf3 allele. The
expected Rf3 genotypes of the spelt cultivars were not significantly correlated to any
of the first four principal coordinates (P ≥ 0.20), which together explained 40.8% of
the genotypic variation (Figure 16b). This indicates that Rf3 alleles were homogen-
eously distributed within the analysed spelt population. Comparing the mean genetic
distance between spelt cultivars and common wheat lines revealed no significant differ-
ence between spelt lines for which a restoring (d = 0.90) or a non-restoring (d = 0.87)
Rf3 genotype was assumed (P = 0.054; Figure A15). This formally suggests that the
Rf3 genotype of the analysed spelt cultivars may be independent from their kinship to
common wheat. Among the 17 T. timopheevii accessions, only TRI7301 exhibited the
IWB72107 allele associated with fertility restoration. The haplotype of this accession
was shared only by one common wheat line. All other T. timopheevii lines exhibited a
haplotype that was also observed for 183 common wheat lines.
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Figure 16 Principal coordinate analyses (PCoA) of a set of 520 German common wheat breeding
lines (a) and 30 European spelt cultivars (b). Blue dots represent lines for which a restoring Rf3
allele was assumed
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4 Discussion

4.1 Genetic architecture of fertility restoration

4.1.1 Identity of restorer and modifier loci detected on homoeologous
group 1 chromosomes

Previous studies identified chromosome 1A as an important component for fertility res-
toration in several restorer accessions. It was assumed that a single restorer-of-fertility
(Rf ) locus, namely Rf1, caused fertility restoration in these lines (Yen et al. 1969;
Odenbach 1970; Bahl and Maan 1973; Maan et al. 1984; Maan 1985; Du et al. 1991).
However, these investigations were restricted to monosomic analysis and it has not been
evaluated whether or not the restoration capacity of chromosome 1A can be explained
by Rf1 in all described accessions. Analogously, monosomic studies observed restor-
ation capacity on chromosome 1B in a variety of European spelt (Triticum aestivum
ssp. spelta var. duhamelianum) and common wheat (Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum)
cultivars, and it was suggested that the restorer locus Rf3 caused restoration capacity
in both subspecies (Bahl and Maan 1973; Kučera 1982; Ma and Sorrells 1995).

In the present study, the putative Rf1 locus was mapped by quantitative trait locus
(QTL) analysis in populations derived from the restorer accessions R3, R113 and L19.
In all three populations, QTL analysis employing the two-part model revealed that
the same single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker (AX-94682405 ) exhibited the
highest logarithm of the odds (LOD) score. QTL analysis across the three populations
resulted in a single QTL on chromosome 1A, with a support interval comprising only the
mentioned peak marker. Hence, at the given map resolution, it was confirmed that all
three accessions carried the same restorer locus (Rf1 ). Linkage mapping in PopPrimepi
revealed that the SNP marker IWB72107 was closely linked to the restorer locus on
chromosome 1BS, which was assumed to be Rf3. Strong linkage was also observed
between IWB72107 and the Rf3 locus in multiple European spelt mapping populations.
The same marker was shown to hold potential for the prediction of fertility restoration
in a diverse panel of common wheat and spelt accessions. These findings corroborate
the hypothesis that, in both subspecies, Rf3 is the only hitherto described restorer
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locus on chromosome 1BS against G-type cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS). The same
chromosome arm was shown to harbour the locus QRf.lfl-1BS, which modified the effect
of Rf1 in the two populations PopR3 and PopL19. The QRf.lfl-1BS support intervals
assessed by the two-part model included four markers common to both populations.
In the RefSeq v1.0, the markers with the highest LOD scores in PopR3 and PopL19
were located 5.17mega base pairs (Mbp) apart from each other (IWGSC 2018). This
gap may be explained by the limited marker density in the region distal from the peak
marker on the PopL19-derived map. The QTL analysis across populations detected a
single QTL on the consensus map, supporting the assumption that the modifier loci are
the same in the two populations. Interestingly, the two peak markers for QRf.lfl-1BS
were located 3.74Mbp and 1.44Mbp away from IWB72107, which was found to be very
closely linked to the Rf3 locus. On the consensus map, the peak marker for QRf.lfl-1BS
was located 2.86Mbp apart from the Rf3 -linked marker. Thus, it can be concluded that
QRf.lfl-1BS, which modified the effect of Rf1, is probably tightly linked to Rf3. The
results of the present study do not allow inferences about a possible homology between
QRf.lfl-1BS and Rf3. However, in the case of homology, different alleles may be an
explanation for the two distinct effects (modification and restoration) observed across
several populations. To evaluate whether Rf3 or QRf.lfl-1BS may be homoeologous
to Rf1 on chromosome 1AS, sequences of the 17 markers located in the Rf1 support
intervals were searched against the reference sequence of chromosome 1B (IWGSC
2018) using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). For 12 of 17 hits on
chromosome 1BS, the physical positions were collinear with the physical SNP positions
on chromosome 1AS (data not shown). The hit on chromosome 1BS for the Rf1 peak
marker AX-94682405 (17.79Mbp) was located 2.79Mbp distal from IWB72107, which
was closely linked to Rf3, and 0.06–4.23Mbp apart from the QRf.lfl-1BS peak markers.
These findings indicate that the Rf1 locus may be homoeologous to QRf.lfl-1BS or Rf3,
but further research is required to validate this hypothesis. Moreover, Tsunewaki (2015)
and Hohn and Lukaszewski (2016) reported a locus designated Rfmulti on chromosome
1BS, which restored male fertility in CMS lines with the plasmon of Aegilops kotschyi,
Aegilops mutica and Aegilops uniaristata but not in G-type CMS lines. However, the
relationship between Rf1, Rf3, QRf.lfl-1BS and Rfmulti has yet to be investigated.
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4.1.2 Detection of restorer and modifier loci across studies

The analysed Rf gene resources R3, R113, L19, Primepi, Palmaress and European
spelt have been the subject of interest in several genetic studies for the last six dec-
ades. In this section, the results of the preceding investigations are compared with
the loci detected in the present study. For R3, the genetic architecture of restora-
tion capacity was described by two studies employing monosomic analysis. Robertson
and Curtis (1967) detected a fertility-restoring effect on chromosome 1A (Rf1 ) and
modifier effects on chromosomes 1B, 2A, 3D, 6A and 6B. In the second study (Bahl
and Maan 1973), R3 was found to carry restorer genes on chromosomes 1A (Rf1 )
and 7D (Rf2 ). Furthermore, monosomic condition of the chromosomes 4A, 5A and
5B inhibited fertility restoration. In contrast, the present study detected only three
fertility-affecting loci in the R3-derived population: Rf1 on chromosome 1AS and the
modifier loci QRf.lfl-1BS and QRf.lfl-1BL. Chromosomes and loci influencing the res-
toration capacity of R113 were evaluated in two investigations. In a monosomic analysis
of R113, Maan et al. (1984) concluded that chromosomes 1A and 6B harboured the
fertility-restoring genes Rf1 and Rf4. Several other chromosomes were found to modify
fertility restoration, but most of the critical chromosomes could not be validated across
environments. Analysing the restoration capacity of R113 by single marker regression
revealed a restorer locus on chromosome 6BS and modifier loci on chromosomes 5AL,
5DS and 7BS (Ma and Sorrells 1995). In the present study, QTL analysis in PopR113
detected the fertility-restoring loci Rf1 (chromosome 1AS) and Rf4 (chromosome 6BS)
and the modifier locus QRf.lfl-6BL. A previous monosomic analysis of L19 concluded
that chromosome 1A carried Rf1, and that chromosomes 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 3D, 4B,
5B, 6A, 6B and 6D modified fertility restoration (Du et al. 1991). In contrast, the
present study detected only Rf1 and QRf.lfl-1BS in the population derived from L19.
In PopPrimepi, fertility restoration was controlled by the single restorer locus Rf3 on
chromosome 1BS. This is in accordance with the findings of Ingold (1968), who repor-
ted a monogenic inheritance in a segregating population involving Primepi. However,
Miller et al. (1974) analysed Primepi in a F2 population and did not observe devi-
ations from a 9:6:1 ratio of fertile, partially fertile and sterile individuals, indicating a
digenic inheritance. The hypothesis of two restorer loci was corroborated by Bahl and
Maan (1973), who found that genes on chromosomes 1BS and 5D of Primepi restored
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fertility. The common wheat cultivar Palmaress has been reported to carry unnamed
restorer loci on chromosomes 4A, 5B and 7D (Panayotov et al. 1975; Kučera 1982). In
contrast, PopPalmaress revealed no deviation from a 1:1 segregation pattern expected
for a monogenic inheritance of fertility restoration. Linkage mapping clearly showed
that the restoration capacity of Palmaress can be explained by Rf3. The current study
further analysed four European spelt cultivars in segregating populations. In all four
populations, fertility restoration was controlled by the single restorer locus Rf3. These
results are in line with previous studies that identified the duhamelianum variety of
European spelt as donor for Rf3 (Tahir and Tsunewaki 1969, 1971; Kojima et al. 1997).
Besides Rf3, Tahir and Tsunewaki (1969) additionally observed a weak supressing effect
of chromosome 7D of this spelt variety.

Discrepancies pertaining to the detection of restorer and modifier loci between the
present study and previous investigations have several possible reasons. A likely ex-
planation may be environmental factors, which were shown to significantly affect fer-
tility restoration in several experiments (Johnson et al. 1967; Robertson and Curtis
1967; Jošt 1982; Maan et al. 1984). The observation that the same restorer line ex-
hibited different modifier loci across experiments may also be explained by the diverse
male-sterile or monosomic parents used as crossing partners. These may have modi-
fier alleles in common with the restorer parent or they may contribute new variation
that modifies fertility restoration. The detection of restorer or modifier loci by means
of monosomic analysis may also be biased due to unexpected transmission rates of
monosomic gametes. Furthermore, monosomic analysis does not account for possible
cumulative or cancelling effects of two or more loci on the same chromosome. To some
degree, this drawback can be avoided by interval mapping, especially by methods such
as composite interval mapping (Zeng 1994). However, the inconsistent detection of
QRf.lfl-6BL in the present study may be a result of the same phenomenon. In this
case, simple interval mapping using the two-part model may not have detected this
locus as a consequence of the linkage between QRf.lfl-6BL and Rf4 and the fact that
the favourable alleles of both loci were in repulsion-phase linkage. The contrasting
results for the detection of this locus using the two-part model and iQTLm showed
that a follow-up iQTLm analysis across all linkage groups may have the potential to
discover further QTL.
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4.1.3 Effects of Rf1 and Rf3

The effect of Rf1 was estimated in three populations derived from the Rf1 donor ac-
cessions R3, R113 and L19. Classifying the individuals on the basis of QTL genotype
probabilites showed that Rf1 exhibited incomplete penetrance in all three popula-
tions. Besides Rf1, QTL analysis detected the modifier loci QRf.lfl-1BS, QRf.lfl-1BL,
QRf.lfl-6BL and the restorer locus Rf4. All three modifier loci significantly affected the
expressivity of Rf1, and QRf.lfl-1BS was additionally shown to influence its penetrance.
Interestingly, the effects of Rf1 and Rf4 were not additive. Instead, individuals carry-
ing a combination of both restorer loci did not exhibit a superior fertility restoration
compared to plants harbouring only Rf1. Thus, using the example of Rf1, the present
study emphasises the role of epistatic interactions for CMS hybrid wheat. Whereas a
single modifier locus can affect fertility restoration to a large extent, stacking of restorer
loci does not necessarily lead to a significant improvement.

In the current study, the effect of Rf3 was estimated as the mean seed set of the fertile
fraction. This single-locus model may oversimplify the actual genetic architecture of
the restoration capacity in the Rf3 donor accessions. Unidentified modifier loci could
have affected the expressivity of Rf3 and maybe also its penetrance. Cosegregation
between molecular markers and the Rf3 locus in PopPrimepi indicated that Rf3 prob-
ably exhibited complete penetrance in this population. However, the other six pop-
ulations segregating for Rf3 revealed putative recombinations between Rf3 and the
marker IWB72107, which showed diagnostic potential for Rf3 in the diversity panel.
Interestingly, seven of eight plants that indicated a recombination were sterile. The
only fertile recombinant plant was observed in PopPalmaress. As this plant was cul-
tivated in the same pot as another putatively recombinant individual, the discrepancy
between the phenotypes and marker genotypes could possibly the result of a mix-up of
the two samples. The fact that the individuals that indicated a recombination between
Rf3 and IWB72107 were mainly sterile raises the possibility that this observation could
also be the result of incomplete penetrance of Rf3. Hence, the effect of Rf3 could be
affected by epistasis, similar as it was observed for Rf1. However, to investigate pos-
sible modifier loci for Rf3, a follow-up experiment with whole-genome marker data of
a population segregating for Rf3 would be necessary. The incomplete penetrance that
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was observed for Rf1, Rf4 and that may also be the case for Rf3 was already a subject
of discussion in previous studies (Maan et al. 1984; Maan 1985). This phenomenon
may not be restricted to the investigated restorer loci (Ma et al. 1995) and could also
occur in CMS systems in other species (Dill et al. 1997; Tang et al. 2007; Mehrajuddin
et al. 2013).

Given that all individuals within a population were exposed to the same environmental
condition, genetic factors must be considered to explain the incomplete penetrance of
fertility restoration observed in this study. Similar as QRf.lfl-1BS influenced the pen-
etrance of Rf1, further undetected modifier loci may have supressed the effect of this
restorer locus. Nuclear-encoded sterility genes introgressed from Triticum timopheevii
are another possible explanation for the excess of sterile individuals observed in PopR3,
PopR113 and PopL19. Introgressed genes supressing the fertility of wheat were previ-
ously reported in the form of gametocidal genes discovered in introgressed genomic re-
gions of several Aegilops species (Endo 1982; Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1984). Nuclear-
encoded sterility genes originated from mutations in the common wheat genome are
unlikely to have caused the high number of sterile plants because none of the well docu-
mented accessions harbouring these genes appear in the pedigree of the accessions used
in the present study (Pugsley and Oram 1959; Barlow and Driscoll 1981; Bing-Hua and
Jing-Yang 1986; Zhou et al. 2008; Whitford et al. 2013). However, irrespective of the
origin and action of such sterility genes, the observed ratios of sterile plants among the
QTL genotype classes suggest that fertility was inherited in an oligogenic or polygenic
manner. Loci explaining the excess of sterile plants could have remained undetected
as a consequence of their minor effects and the experimental design.

4.1.4 RFL-PPR genes as candidates for Rf1 and Rf3

Although the restorer loci Rf1 and Rf3 have been the subject of multiple genetic stud-
ies, no candidate genes have been suggested so far. Positional cloning approaches in
other species revealed that, in most cases, fertility-restoring genes encoded for proteins
of the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) family (Dahan and Mireau 2013; Gaborieau
et al. 2016). In the present study, Rf-like (RFL)-PPR genes located on the target chro-
mosomes by Zhou et al. (2017) were mapped in PopR3, PopR113, PopL19, PopPrimepi
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and PopBadenkrone. The candidate genes RFL01 and RFL02 were located in the
Rf1 support interval in PopR3, PopR113, PopL19 and also in the multicross-analysis
(Figure 12 and Table 10). Thus, the two RFL-PPR genes can be proposed as can-
didates for Rf1. All other RFL-PPR genes on this chromosome were mapped several
centimorgans (cM) proximal to Rf1 and can be ruled out as candidates for this locus. In
PopPrimepi, the five RFL-PPR genes RFL12–RFL16 cosegregated with the Rf3 locus
and the array-derived SNP markers IWB72107 and IWB73447 (Figure 15 and Table
12). The seven genes RFL17–RFL25 were mapped 17 cM proximal to Rf3 and should
therefore not be considered as candidates for Rf3. In PopBadenkrone, RFL12, RFL13
and RFL15 also cosegregated with CAPS_IWB72107, but a putative recombination
was observed between these loci and Rf3. In the same population, a second recom-
bination was observed between the mentioned cosegregating loci and RFL16. A likely
explanation for the putative recombinations between Rf3 and the three candidate genes
RFL12, RFL13 and RFL15 in PopBadenkrone could be incomplete penetrance, which
was also observed for Rf1. However, the additional recombination between these can-
didate genes and RFL16 cannot be explained by this phenomenon. Thus, RFL16 can
be ruled out as a candidate for Rf3. Markers for RFL12–RFL15 were also used to gen-
otype the four sterile plants of PopPR143, PopBadenstern and PopSchwabenspelz that
exhibited a putative recombination between Rf3 and the marker CAPS_IWB72107.
For the three recombinant individuals of PopPR143 and PopBadenstern, RFL12–
RFL15 showed the same segregation pattern as CAPS_IWB72107. This could also be
explained by incomplete penetrance, as suggested for one recombination in PopBaden-
krone. In contrast, the sterile recombinant individual of PopSchwabenspelz harboured
the alleles of Sperber for these candidate genes. This indicates that RFL12–RFL15
could be linked more closely to Rf3 than the mentioned marker. Polymorphic marker
assays could not be developed for RFL11, although Zhou et al. (2017) detected two
SNPs between Sperber and Primepi within this gene. As both marker assays for RFL11
suggested heterozygosity for all analysed individuals, it is likely that the primer se-
quences were not genome-specific. Although RFL11 could not be mapped genetically,
it is known to be located on the same scaffold as RFL12–RFL15 on the physical map.
Hence, it can be proposed that the RFL-PPR genes RFL11–RFL15 are potential can-
didates for Rf3.
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For both studied restorer loci, Rf1 and Rf3, RFL-PPR candidate genes are organised
in clusters, each spanning a genomic interval of less than 1Mbp. Such clusters of PPR
genes were reported for Rf loci in several species (Gaborieau et al. 2016). In CMS
petunia (Petunia hybrida), the fertility-restoring gene Rf-PPR592, which was shown
to reduce the amount of the sterility-inducing PCF protein, is located adjacent to Rf-
PPR591, and possibly a third PPR gene (Bentolila et al. 2002). In Boro-Taichung
(BT)-type CMS rice (Oryza sativa), fertility restoration can be achieved by the Rf1
locus on chromosome 10. It was demonstrated that this locus harboured nine duplicate
PPR genes in close proximity, of which two, Rf1a and Rf1b, were able to restore fertil-
ity by blocking the production of the toxic ATP6-ORF79 protein. Although both PPR
genes revealed restoration capacity, it was suggested that Rf1a and Rf1b have different
mechanisms for silencing atp6-orf79 mRNA (Akagi et al. 2004; Komori et al. 2004;
Wang et al. 2006). Hu et al. (2012) demonstrated that Rf1a is identical to Rf5, which
can restore fertility in Hong-Lian (HL)-type CMS rice. In contrast to Rf1 in BT-type
CMS, the protein encoded by Rf5 does not bind to sterility-conferring atp6-orfh79
transcripts. Instead, Rf5 interacts with the glycine-rich protein GRP162 to inhibit the
translation of atp6-orfh79 (Hu et al. 2012). Subsequent studies revealed that this mul-
tigene cluster on chromosome 10 also harbours the restorer genes Rf4 and Rf98, which
have shown restoration capacity in wild-abortive (WA)-type CMS rice (Tang et al.
2014; Igarashi et al. 2016). Another restorer locus that harbours a cluster of PPR
genes is Rfo, which is able to restore fertility in Ogura-type CMS radish (Raphanus
sativus). Desloire et al. (2003) detected three PPR genes at this locus: the two func-
tional genes Ppr-A, Ppr-B and the pseudogene Ppr-C. Analysis of transgenic rapeseed
(Brassica napus) plants expressing Ppr-A and Ppr-B revealed that PPR-B inhibited
the translation of orf138 mRNA, which is associated with CMS, whereas PPR-A had
no effect on the synthesis of the sterility-inducing protein (Uyttewaal et al. 2008). A
further PPR gene cluster was discovered at the restorer locus Rf5 on chromosome SBI-
05 of sorghum (Sorghum bicolor). The Rf5 locus, which enables fertility restoration in
the A1 and the A2 cytoplasm, was delimited to an interval containing seven candidate
genes of the PPR family (Jordan et al. 2011). Another example for the clustering of
PPR genes at fertility-restoring loci is yellow monkeyflower (Mimulus guttatus). Male
fertility in this species was shown to be maintained by two restorer loci, Rf1 and Rf2,
located within an interval of 1.3 cM. A dominant fertility-restoring allele at one of these
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loci is sufficient to restore fertility. Although the functional genes for Rf1 and Rf2 have
not been detected, the genomic region contains a cluster of 17 PPR candidate genes
with high homology to Rf genes of petunia and rice (Fishman and Willis 2006; Barr
and Fishman 2010).

These examples show that RFL-PPR gene clusters, as they were observed at the Rf1
and Rf3 loci, commonly occur in a wide range of plant species. The distribution of
multiple RFL-PPR genes across the genome and the local clustering of these genes can
be explained by gene duplication events such as tandem and segmental duplication,
which also play an important role in the evolution of plant disease resistance genes
(Leister 2004; Geddy and Brown 2007). Hierarchical cluster analysis of RFL-PPR gene
sequences in diverse species demonstrated that all RFL-PPR genes have an ancient
common origin and that these genes have extensively evolved since speciation. In
contrast, non-RFL-PPR genes are highly conserved across plant species (Fujii et al.
2011). Geddy and Brown (2007) suggested that duplicated RFL-PPR genes are subject
to diversifying selection, a process which is also known for the evolution of disease
resistance genes (Michelmore and Meyers 1998). In the case of a single PPR gene
interacting with a CMS-inducing gene, duplication of the fertility-restoring PPR gene
enables functional mutations of the duplicates while the function of one of the duplicates
is conserved by a strong purifying selective pressure. For the scenario of a newly
evolved CMS-conferring gene, a positive selective pressure may favour mutations in
one of the duplicate genes to adapt to the novel sterility gene. Fujii et al. (2011)
suggested that the amino acid residues 1, 3, and 6 within the PPR motif were subject
to diversifying selection and that these residues specify the RNA-binding capacity of
PPR proteins. This process of diversifying selection may facilitate the coevolution of
mitochondrial-encoded sterility proteins and nuclear-encoded fertility-restoring PPR
(Rf-PPR) proteins.

The hypothesis of diversifying selection also provides a basis to discuss the function
of the RFL-PPR genes that were mapped in the present study. As the restorer loci
Rf1 and Rf3 cause fertility restoration in the same cytoplasmic background, it can
be proposed that Rf-PPR genes at both loci may encode for proteins binding to the
same CMS-inducing RNA. One or more RFL-PPR genes on chromosome 1BS may
also cause the modifying effect observed at QRf.lfl-1BS but a model explaining the
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interaction between Rf1 and QRf.lfl-1BS on a molecular level is lacking. As studies
in rice have demonstrated, two or more paralogous Rf-PPR genes at the same locus
could counteract the effect of a single sterility gene (Akagi et al. 2004; Komori et al.
2004; Wang et al. 2006). In this case, varying restoration capacity of wheat lines
carrying the same Rf locus could not only be explained by epistatic effects of modifier
loci but also by different Rf-PPR haplotypes at the respective locus. However, a Rf-
PPR allele leading to incomplete fertility restoration is unlikely to spread because, in
a hermaphrodite species, the favourable allele is assumed to be fixed (Caruso et al.
2012). All RFL-PPR genes that have no function in the analysed G-type cytoplasm
may act as restorer genes in cryptic CMS systems that could not be studied because the
restoring alleles are fixed. However, as Fujii et al. (2011) also found RFL-PPR genes
in a dioecious species, for which a CMS system could be of no advantage, it is possible
that some RFL-PPR genes also play a general role in suppressing the expression of
non-conserved, deleterious, mitochondrial genes not associated with CMS. Although
the present study suggested candidate genes for Rf1 and Rf3, the causal genes at these
loci have yet to be identified. Due to close proximity of the clustered candidate genes,
fine-mapping of Rf1 and Rf3 using a larger populations would be cumbersome and
eventually not sufficient to separate all candidate genes by at least one recombination.
Instead, the final validation of the RFL-PPR candidate genes could be realised by the
transfer of putative Rf-PPR restorer alleles into CMS lines, an approach previously
applied for the validation of Rf genes in petunia, rice and radish (Gaborieau et al.
2016). Alternatively, a genome editing method such as CRISPR (clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats)-Cas9 (CRISPR-associated 9) could be exploited
to produce knock-out mutants of restorer lines and study the effect of single RFL-PPR
genes in sterile cytoplasm (Hussain et al. 2018).

4.1.5 An improved methodology for linkage mapping of
fertility-restoring loci

The restorer loci characterised in the present study are promising components for the
development of an efficient CMS-Rf system in wheat. However, to achieve a stable
fertility restoration, follow-up studies investigating further restorer and modifier loci
may be necessary. Besides the loci analysed in the present study, several other fertility-
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restoring loci were reported on chromosomes 2D, 4R, 6D, 6R, 6U, 7B and 7D (Tahir
and Tsunewaki 1969; Curtis and Lukaszewski 1993; Ma et al. 1995; Kojima et al. 1997;
Sinha et al. 2013). Moreover, many restorer genes in T. timopheevii may have not
been detected yet. The results of the present study are a valuable resource to optim-
ise future mapping strategies. The QTL analyses in populations segregating for Rf1
demonstrated that fertility-restoring loci in wheat can be affected by epistatic inter-
actions with modifier loci, which may not be apparent from the discrete phenotype.
In contrast, in populations segregating for Rf3, a monogenic inheritance was assumed,
and Rf3 was mapped using only the categorical phenotype. Although this approach
enabled mapping of Rf3 and the identification of closely linked markers, a quantitat-
ive genetic approach may have identified further loci influencing the penetrance and
expressivity of this restorer locus. Thus, for future linkage mapping studies, it can
be suggested to investigate the genetic architecture of fertility restoration by means of
QTL analysis considering quantitative phenotypic values. Furthermore, linkage map-
ping in this study was performed using phenotypic data from unreplicated trials in
single controlled environments. However, the influence of environmental factors on fer-
tility restoration in G-type CMS wheat was demonstrated by several studies (Johnson
et al. 1967; Jošt 1982). As a consequence of the applied experimental design, the power
of QTL detection and the accuracy of QTL parameter estimation were limited and it
was not possible to separate the effects of QTL, environments and QTL-by-environment
interactions (Lu et al. 1996; Melchinger et al. 1998; Schön et al. 2004). To circumvent
these drawbacks in follow-up studies, replicated trials in multiple environments and an
increased population size must be considered, especially in populations with a complex
inheritance of fertility restoration. The use of immortal mapping populations, such as
double haploids or recombinant inbred lines, is a common approach to enable replicated
experiments. As the development of an immortal population polymorphic for Rf loci
is not possible in a sterility-conferring cytoplasm, testcrosses between a CMS line and
each individual of an euplasmic, immortal population segregating for Rf loci would be
necessary. Such a procedure was recently used to genetically map a fertility-restoring
locus in rye (Secale cereale; Hackauf et al. 2017). An alternative approach enabling
replicated trials is the development of an immortal population in G-type cytoplasm,
followed by clonal propagation of each individual. This approach was previously em-
ployed to map fertility-restoring loci in rye (Wricke et al. 1993; Miedaner et al. 2000)
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and triticale (×Triticosecale; Würschum et al. 2017). In the present investigation, fer-
tility restoration was assessed indirectly by determining the seed set of isolated spikes.
Although this trait has shown to be a reliable proxy for the restoration of male fertility,
it does not account for a possible cross-pollination between hermaphrodite and male-
sterile florets within a single spike. To avoid detrimental effects of cross-pollination,
fertility restoration could be defined as the ratio of viable pollen grains determined by
pollen staining (Sinha et al. 2013; Würschum et al. 2017).

4.2 Distribution of Rf1, Rf3, QRf.lfl-1BS and Rf4 across
wheat species

Rf1 was previously detected in accessions with introgressions from T. timopheevii or
Triticum zhukovskyi but also in the common wheat line R113 and its descendant L19,
for which no introgression from wild wheat species is documented. To evaluate whether
R113 and L19 also obtained Rf1 from T. timopheevii, markers located in the target
region were analysed in the Rf1 donor lines, T. timopheevii accessions and a set of
diverse common wheat breeding lines. The evaluation of the marker haplotypes re-
vealed that the R3 haplotype was identical to the one of R4 and the majority of the
T. timopheevii accessions. This confirms the assumption that Rf1 was introgressed
in these two lines. The haplotypes of R113 and L19 were grouped with those of two
breeding lines. However, hierarchical cluster analysis and a comparison of mean ge-
netic distances suggested that R113 and L19 were considerably more similar to T.
timopheevii than to common wheat for the analysed markers. Thus, it is likely that
Rf1 was introgressed from T. timopheevii in both lines. As all other documented Rf1
donor accessions are known to be derived from crosses involving T. timopheevii (Bahl
and Maan 1973), it can be concluded that the restoring Rf1 allele may be derived
exclusively from this wild relative. Despite these putative introgressions, which were
confirmed in the case of R3, markers in the Rf1 region did not deviate from expected
segregation patterns in any of the populations derived from R3, R113 and L19. This
suggests that the T. timopheevii chromatin did not affect the transmission of gam-
etes produced by the F1 descendants of CMS-Sperber and the three Rf1 donors for
this genomic region. Other than these restorer accessions, the restorer lines R2 and
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R5 formed a unique haplotype which was relatively distant from most T. timopheevii
haplotypes. This could be explained by introgressions from T. timopheevii resources
that were not represented by the sample used in this study. Contrary to expectations,
the R1 haplotype was identical to those of 216 breeding lines. It is possible therefore
that the analysed R1 accession obtained a non-restoring Rf1 allele by a possible recent
outcrossing event. Alternatively, this result may also suggest that the introgressed
segment was too small to track its signature using the selected set of markers. The
observation that 15 of 17 T. timopheevii accessions were monophyletic supports the
hypothesis that the restoring Rf1 allele is widely distributed and may be fixed in this
species. Hence, a functional mutation in Rf1 may drastically decrease the fitness in T.
timopheevii. Whether the two T. timopheevii accessions that were not grouped in this
clade carry Rf1 alleles that also restore fertility cannot be answered yet. According to
the results of the cluster analysis, several common wheat lines were genetically sim-
ilar to the majority of T. timopheevii accessions. Whether these accession hold the
capacity to restore male fertility has yet to be evaluated. Under the assumption that
the restoring and non-restoring Rf1 alleles are fixed in T. timopheevii and common
wheat, respectively, none of the mapped SNP markers can be diagnostic for Rf1 as the
employed marker array only comprises SNP markers polymorphic in common wheat.

The same set of genotypes was evaluated for markers in the vicinity of the modifier
locus QRf.lfl-1BS. For the selected markers, R3 and R4 were identical, as already
observed for the markers in the Rf1 region. In the phylogram, both accessions formed
a clade with 16 of 17 T. timopheevii lines. As R3 was clearly shown to harbour the
favourable QRf.lfl-1BS allele, the result indicates that the fertility-enhancing allele is
widely distributed or fixed in T. timopheevii. Surprisingly, the haplotype of L19, which
was shown to carry the favourable QRf.lfl-1BS allele, was identical to the haplotype
of R113, for which no QTL was detected on this chromosome. Thus, it can be inferred
that R113 carries the same QRf.lfl-1BS allele as its descendant L19. This locus may
not have been detected in PopR113 as a result of epistasis, environmental effects or
due to the experimental design, which may not have been suitable for the detection
of several restorer and modifier loci within a biparental population. As the validated
QRf.lfl-1BS donors, R3 and L19, were polyphyletic, no definitive conclusions can be
drawn about the distribution of QRf.lfl-1BS in common wheat.
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Evaluating the relationship of these lines for selected markers on chromosome 6B re-
vealed that R113, which was found to carry Rf4, was assigned to the same clade as
R1, R2, R5 and all T. timopheevii accessions. It can thus be suggested that Rf4 in
R113 was introgressed from T. timopheevii analogous to Rf1. As the G genome of
T. timopheevii is closely related to the B genome of common wheat, bivalent forma-
tion between chromosome 6B and the homologous 6G chromosome is possible (Nath
et al. 1985; Brown-Guedira et al. 1996). This hypothesis may also explain the observed
segregation distortion along the whole chromosome 6B and the preferred transmis-
sion of the gamete carrying Rf4. It is therefore likely that R113 either carries a 6G
translocation or a 6G(6B) substitution.

The present study confirmed the previous assumption that the same locus, namely
Rf3, explains the restoration capacity observed for chromosome 1BS in several com-
mon wheat cultivars and in European spelt. To estimate the distribution of Rf3 in
these subspecies and validate whether Rf3 may be introgressed from T. timopheevii,
closely linked markers were used to characterise samples of common wheat breeding
lines, T. timopheevii accessions and European spelt cultivars. In the common wheat
lines, 8.9% carried the IWB72107 allele that was shown to have the potential to pre-
dict the restoring Rf3 allele in the diversity panel. Hence, it can be concluded that
this percentage approximately reflects the frequency of the restoring Rf3 allele in the
German common wheat pool. In a diverse panel of European common wheat cultivars,
Zanke et al. (2014) observed a frequency of 12% for the particular marker allele. In an
initial screening for fertility restoration (data not shown), it was determined that about
14% of European common wheat cultivars had the potential to restore the fertility in
crosses with G-type CMS lines. However, the genetic architecture of fertility restoration
in these cultivars remained unclear. The results of the present study provide support
for the hypothesis that the restoration capacity in European common wheat can be
mainly explained by Rf3. The fact that the IWB72107 alleles were homogeneously
distributed in common wheat indicates that the Rf3 genotype is probably independent
of population structure. The relatively low minor allele frequency (MAF) of IWB72107
further suggests that the fertility-restoring Rf3 allele has probably no strong positive
effect on the fitness and agronomic performance of common wheat. The SNP markers
IWB14060 and IWB73447, which were found to be closely linked to Rf3 in PopPrimepi,
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exhibited a MAF of 0.40 and 0.42 in the common wheat breeding lines, respectively.
Comparing these MAFs with the estimated prevalence of restoration capacity against
G-type CMS, it can be concluded that both markers are not diagnostic for Rf3, as they
would overestimate the frequency of the fertility-restoring Rf3 allele. Analysing the
marker haplotypes of common wheat lines and T. timopheevii accessions revealed that
the minor allele of IWB72107, which was shown to be associated with the restoring
Rf3 allele, was in almost complete linkage disequilibrium with the alleles of IWB14060
and IWB73447. Besides TRI7301, all T. timopheevii accessions exhibited a marker
haplotype comprising the major allele of IWB72107. Thus, the results of the present
study provide no evidence for the hypothesis that T. timopheevii carries the restor-
ing Rf3 allele and that this allele was introgressed into common wheat. Testcrosses
and genotypic analysis of European spelt suggested that 66.7% of the analysed spelt
cultivars carried the restoring Rf3 allele. Similar as observed in common wheat, the
distribution of Rf3 did not depend on population structure. Furthermore, the estim-
ated Rf3 genotypes of spelt cultivars were probably independent of their relationship
to a common wheat reference population. This finding may support the conjecture
that neither the restoring nor the non-restoring allele was introduced to spelt by recent
crosses with common wheat. Due to the limited sample size of spelt cultivars, definit-
ive conclusions about the exchange of Rf3 alleles between the two subspecies cannot
be drawn. However, the two oldest analysed spelt cultivars, Altgold and Oberkulmer
Rotkorn, were found to probably carry the restoring and the non-restoring Rf3 allele,
respectively. Thus, it can be concluded that both alleles have existed in European spelt
at least since the 1950s.

The fact that Rf3 is functionally polymorphic in common wheat and European spelt
implies that the gene at this locus does not have a fertility-restoring function in eu-
plasmic accessions of these subspecies. The presence of the restoring Rf3 allele in
common wheat and European spelt may be explained by a scenario in which Rf3 once
interacted with a CMS gene orthologous to the CMS gene that is exploited in G-type
cytoplasm. In this scenario, the restoring Rf3 allele would have been fixed in both
subspecies or their progenitor. A functional mutation in the CMS-conferring gene may
have led to the loss of purifying selective pressure on Rf3 and consequently to a loss of
fixation. Different allele frequencies in common wheat and spelt could be explained by
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a possible pleiotropic, subspecies-specific effect of Rf3 or by genetic drift in the process
of European spelt emergence. Whether the Rf3 locus is limited to two alleles and if
Rf3 alleles differ between common wheat and spelt remains to be answered.

4.3 Prospects of hybrid wheat breeding

The main motivations for hybrid wheat breeding are grain yield heterosis and an in-
creased yield stability. Although these advantages have been intensively studied, the
long-term perspective of hybrid breeding versus line breeding in wheat depends on
several factors and cannot be finally clarified yet. To compare the prospects of the
two breeding methods, Longin et al. (2014) introduced the concept of the predicted
future yield potential, which was defined as a function of the mean trait value of the
breeding population, genetic gain and the length of a breeding cycle. They proposed
that, despite an assumed mid-parent heterosis of 10–15%, line breeding may outper-
form hybrid breeding after few breeding cycles, provided that the same budget is spent
for both methods. Based on these findings, future efforts must aim at (1) improving
grain yield heterosis, (2) increasing the genetic variance of hybrid populations and (3)
reducing the costs of hybrid seed production (Longin et al. 2014). The implications of
these three objectives are shortly discussed in the remainder of this section.

To efficiently use heterosis in future wheat breeding programs, the establishment of
heterotic groups and the identification of heterotic patterns between these groups are
of substantial importance. Unlike in crops such as maize (Zea mays) and rye, heterotic
groups have yet to be developed in wheat. Global wheat accessions share a high degree
of genetic similarity, especially within the European, Asian and US-American gene
pool (Boeven et al. 2016). Hence, the establishment of genetically distinct parental
groups is a prerequisite to enable an optimal exploitation of heterosis. Reif (personal
communication) suggested an initial pool size of 20 individuals for a long-term success
of hybrid wheat. Besides the development of heterotic groups, the selection of parental
lines for testcross seed production is of major importance. As it is not feasible to phen-
otype the hybrids of all possible combinations of parental lines, multi-stage selection is
commonly applied in hybrid breeding programs. In the first stage, the potential par-
ental lines are selected based on their per se performance. Subsequently, the selected
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lines are evaluated for their general combining ability (GCA). In the third stage, com-
binations of parental lines are selected based on the GCA and the specific combining
ability (SCA). The optimal allocation of test resources in such multi-stage breeding
programs strongly depends on the ratio of the variance due to GCA to the variance
due to SCA. In hybrid wheat, several studies observed not only significant GCA effects
but also significant SCA effects for grain yield (Gyawali et al. 1968; Perenzin et al.
1998; Gowda et al. 2012; Longin et al. 2013). For the amount of the variances due
to GCA versus SCA, Gowda et al. (2012) and Longin et al. (2013) estimated a ratio
of 2.6 and 2.1, respectively. The relevance of SCA effects can be addressed by using
many tester lines or complex testers (Hallauer and Miranda 1981; Longin et al. 2013).
The development of heterotic groups could increase the ratio of variances due to GCA
versus SCA, thereby improving the efficiency of GCA-based selection (Reif et al. 2007).

One of the major constraints in hybrid wheat breeding is the relatively small genetic
variance of hybrid wheat populations. As the genetic variance enters the formula for
selection gain twice, it has a strong impact on long-term breeding success. According to
Gowda et al. (2012) and Longin et al. (2013), the genotypic variance estimates in line
breeding wheat populations are about twice the genetic variance observed in hybrids.
It was speculated that this discrepancy could be explained by the fact that testcross
parents were selected for traits that enable an optimal cross-pollination, thereby nar-
rowing the genetic diversity available for hybrid breeding (Longin et al. 2014). This
disadvantage could be overcome by introducing favourable alleles affecting floral bio-
logy into a diverse genetic background. However, the available variance estimates must
be carefully interpreted as they rely on two studies which were based on experimental
populations rather than actual breeding populations.

Another disadvantage of hybrid wheat breeding is the cost of hybrid seed production.
These expenses incur for the production of testcross seeds in the breeding process
as well as for the large-scale production of registered hybrid varieties. Compared to
line breeding, the elevated costs for testcross seed production reduce the number of
tested hybrids and test environments. This negatively affects selection intensity and
heritability, thereby impairing genetic gain. Efforts to optimise hybrid wheat seed
production can be divided into (1) strategies to alter the floral biology for an improved
cross-pollination between parental lines and (2) the development of an efficient and
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stable male sterility system. Floral biology traits are important breeding goals for
both the female and the male pool. Whereas the male parent must be selected for
a maximum anther extrusion and the shedding of large quantities of viable pollen,
the female ideotype should exhibit widely opened florets that enable an optimal pollen
reception (Whitford et al. 2013). Using technologies such as chemical hybridising agents
(CHA), the floral phenotype of the female parent is less crucial. This can be explained
by the fact that, in contrast to fertile wheat florets, which open for up to 30 minutes at
anthesis, unfertilised wheat florets additionally accept pollen for several days during a
second opening (Okada et al. 2018). However, in CMS systems, the pollination capacity
and the opening of florets are not only relevant for the production of hybrid seeds but
also for the maintenance of the CMS line. Anther extrusion, which reflects the interplay
of many important floral characteristics, is a genetically complex trait that exhibits a
wide variation and high heritability, indicating that phenotypic selection for anther
extrusion is a promising approach to improve cross-pollination between parental lines
(Muqaddasi et al. 2017).

Besides the physical floral architecture, the second component necessary for cross-
pollination of wheat is a system that prevents self-pollination of the female parent.
Currently, most hybrid breeding programs make use of CHAs to control fertilisation.
The application of CHAs involves a considerable effort and its success depends on
many factors. As a result, the production of hybrid seeds for multi-location yield trials
across two years costs about four times as much as one yield plot (Longin et al. 2014).
Therefore, genetic-based systems controlling male fertility are a promising alternative
for future hybrid wheat breeding programs. These can be classified into genic male
sterility (GMS) systems, CMS systems and genetically engineered systems. GMS sys-
tems sensitive for temperature and photoperiod demand contrasting climatic regions
for the propagation of the GMS line and hybrid seed production. Furthermore, these
technologies are often associated with incomplete sterility of the GMS line and partial
fertility restoration in the hybrid generation. GMS systems that are not conditional
on environmental factors have been impeded by difficulties in the large-scale propaga-
tion of male-sterile lines (Whitford et al. 2013). Hybridisation technologies enabled by
genetic modifications could offer an alternative. An approach that makes use of ge-
netic modifications is seed production technology (SPT) described by Wu et al. (2016).
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SPT enables the exploitation of a nuclear male fertility gene by using a transgene that
contains a fertility-restoring allele and is biologically contained to the maintainer line
through the action of a pollen germination inhibitor. The application of SPT in wheat
was proposed by Tucker et al. (2017) and Okada et al. (2019) for the newly identified
male fertlity gene Ms1. However, the success of such transgenic approaches also de-
pends on the approval of the authorities. In most countries of the European Union,
the production of genetically modified plants is prohibited.

CMS using the G-type cytoplasm is one of the most promising approaches to reduce
the cost of hybrid seed production. However, the success of this system has been
impeded by incomplete fertility restoration of the hybrids, which neutralises the be-
neficial effect of heterosis and can also affect the quality of hybrid wheat. As a single
restorer locus is not sufficient to stably express a complete restoration across varying
environments, stacking of restorer loci in elite restorer lines was suggested as a possible
solution (Johnson and Patterson 1977). Although this hypothesis has not been valid-
ated, studies in other hybrid crops substantiate the necessity of gene stacking. Fertility
restoration in T-type CMS maize can only be accomplished by a combination of the
complementary restorer locus Rf2 and at least one of the loci Rf1, Rf8 or Rf* (Dill et al.
1997). In CMS rye, the two restorer loci Rfp1 and Rfp2 are combined to achieve suf-
ficient fertility restoration in Pampa cytoplasm (Geiger and Miedaner 2009). A recent
study in rice revealed that the combination of Rf3 and Rf4, which can independently
restore fertility in WA-type CMS, resulted in a superior fertility restoration compared
to the individual effect of Rf3 or Rf4 (Katara et al. 2017). Stacking of Rf1 and Rf3
in wheat is a plausible approach as both loci are able to restore fertility to a large
extent. Furthermore, Rf1 and Rf3 are located on subgenomes A and B, respectively.
This suggests that both loci can be easily integrated by marker-assisted backcrossing
without detrimental effects of linkage drag. This could be cumbersome for restorer loci
introgressed from wild relatives such as rye (Rfc3, Rfc4 ), Aegilops umbellulata (Rf6 )
or the G genome of T. timopheevii (Rf4 ). However, using the example of Rf1 and
Rf4, the results of the present study showed that the combination of two restorer loci
does not necessarily exhibit a superior effect compared to a single locus. Thus, possible
epistatic effects should be investigated in experimental populations before implement-
ing restorer loci in breeding programs. Boeven et al. (2016) suggested to start the
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development of heterotic pools with elite lines exhibiting a high per se performance for
grain yield, a high level of genetic diversity and favourable floral characteristics. Lines
showing a high GCA in testcrosses can then be selected to establish female and male
pools. This selection step may be facilitated by a genome-based algorithm searching for
heterotic patterns (Zhao et al. 2015). At this step, the sterility-inducing cytoplasm and
loci affecting fertility restoration could be introgressed and fixed by backcrossing in the
female and male pool, respectively. After the establishment of a CMS/maintainer pool
and a restorer pool, reciprocal recurrent selection can be applied to further improve
combining ability. Markers identified in the present study are a valuable resource to
efficiently select for restorer and modifier loci in the process of pool development. As
the array-derived markers linked to Rf1 are not diagnostic, only a marker haplotype
can be used to track this locus in diverse germplasm. Marker-assisted selection for Rf3
can either be realised using the haplotype of closely linked markers or only IWB72107,
which has shown diagnostic potential in the diversity panel. Markers developed for
the RFL-PPR candidate genes also exhibited tight linkage to Rf1 and Rf3 and may
complement the array-derived markers for marker-assisted selection. However, whether
these candidates comprise the functional genes remains to be answered.
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5 Summary

Hybrid breeding is a promising approach to increase the rate of genetic gain in common
wheat (Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum). Cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) using the
cytoplasm of Triticum timopheevii (G-type CMS) is one of the most widely discussed
methods to force cross-pollination between the autogamous parental lines. However,
the success of G-type CMS has been impeded by incomplete restoration of male fertility
in hybrids, which counteracts the benefits of heterosis. Stacking of major restorer-of-
fertility (Rf ) loci in elite restorer lines is a potential solution to achieve a full fertility
restoration. Two promising genetic components for this approach are the Rf loci
Rf1 and Rf3 on chromosomes 1AS and 1BS, respectively. However, it has not been
validated whether all fertility-restoring effects reported on the two chromosomes can
be explained by these two loci. Although Rf1 and Rf3 have been the subject of
several studies, the functional genes are unknown and molecular markers that allow
an efficient selection for these loci have been unavailable. It has also been unclear
how Rf1 and Rf3 are distributed across wheat species. In the present study, Rf1 and
Rf3 were genetically mapped in several biparental populations. Linkage mapping also
involved the validation of candidate genes of the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) family.
Using closely linked single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers, the genomic target
regions were analysed in diverse wheat accessions.

Quantitative trait locus (QTL) analyses in populations derived from the restorer acces-
sions R3, R113 and L19 revealed that the restoration capacity of chromosome 1AS can
be explained by Rf1 in all three populations. The effect of Rf1 was affected by mod-
ifier loci on chromosomes 1BS, 1BL and 6BL. It was also demonstrated that Rf1 did
not exhibit an inferior restoration capacity compared to the combination of Rf1 and
the restorer locus Rf4 on chromosome 6BS. A cluster of two PPR genes was located
within the Rf1 support interval in all three populations, suggesting that one or both
of them may cause the restoration capacity at this locus. Analysing SNP markers at
the Rf1 locus in diverse common wheat breeding lines, T. timopheevii accessions and
all hitherto known Rf1 donors provided evidence for the hypothesis that the restoring
Rf1 allele is widely distributed or fixed in T. timopheevii. Furthermore, the presence
of Rf1 in common wheat may be completely traced back to T. timopheevii introgres-
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sions. The restorer locus Rf3 was genetically mapped in seven populations involving
the common wheat restorer lines Primepi, PR143 and Palmaress and the European
spelt (Triticum aestivum ssp. spelta) cultivars Badenkrone, Badenstern, Holstenkorn
and Schwabenspelz. Genetic mapping revealed that the restoration capacity was con-
trolled by Rf3 in all analysed accessions. In the populations derived from Primepi and
Badenkrone, a cluster comprising five PPR candidate genes was found to be closely
linked to the Rf3 locus, indicating that one or several of these genes may explain
the restoration capacity of chromosome 1BS. The characterisation of diverse common
wheat breeding lines, T. timopheevii accessions and European spelt cultivars using an
informative SNP marker and testcrosses with a CMS line indicated that approximately
8.9% of the common wheat lines and 66.7% of the spelt cultivars carried a restor-
ing Rf3 allele. These results provide support for the hypothesis that the restoration
capacity in European common wheat can be mainly explained by Rf3. No evidence
was found for the presence of a restoring Rf3 allele in T. timopheevii. The results of
the present study are a valuable resource towards a refined understanding of the re-
storer loci on homoeologous group 1 and their implementation in future hybrid wheat
breeding programs.
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6 Zusammenfassung

Hybridzüchtung ist ein vielversprechender Ansatz, um den Zuchtfortschritt bei Weich-
weizen (Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum) zu beschleunigen. Cytoplasmatische männ-
liche Sterilität basierend auf dem Cytoplasma von Triticum timopheevii (G-Typ-CMS)
ist eine der meist diskutierten Methoden, um dabei eine Fremdbestäubung zwischen den
autogamen Elterlinien zu gewährleisten. Der Erfolg von G-Typ-CMS wurde jedoch bis-
her durch eine unvollständige Restaurierung der männlichen Fertilität bei den Hybriden
verhindert, welche den Vorteilen der Heterosis entgegenwirkt. Die Kombination von
Restorer-of-Fertility (Rf )-Genen in Elite-Restorer-Linien ist eine mögliche Lösung, um
eine vollständige Restaurierung der männlichen Fertilität zu erreichen. Zwei vielver-
sprechende genetische Komponenten für diesen Ansatz sind die Rf -Loci Rf1 und Rf3
auf Chromosom 1AS beziehungsweise 1BS. Es wurde jedoch noch nicht validiert, ob
alle merkmalsbezogenen Effekte auf diesen Chromosomen auf die beiden Loci zurück-
zuführen sind. Obwohl Rf1 und Rf3 Gegenstand mehrerer Studien waren, sind die
funktionalen Gene unbekannt. Des Weiteren sind keine molekularen Marker verfüg-
bar, welche eine effiziente Selektion dieser Loci ermöglichen. Es ist ebenso unbekannt,
wie Rf1 und Rf3 in Weizenarten verteilt sind. In der vorliegenden Studie wurden
Rf1 und Rf3 in sieben biparentalen Populationen genetisch kartiert. Im Zuge der ge-
netischen Kartierung wurden außerdem Kandidatengene der Pentatricopeptid-Repeat
(PPR)-Familie validiert. Mit Hilfe eng gekoppelter Single-Nucleotide-Polymorphism
(SNP)-Marker wurden die genomischen Zielregionen in diversen Weizenakzessionen
untersucht.

Quantitative-Trait-Locus (QTL)-Analysen in Nachkommenschaften der Restorer-Lini-
en R3, R113 und L19 zeigten, dass die Restaurationskapazität von Chromosom 1AS
in allen drei Populationen durch Rf1 erklärt werden kann. Der Effekt von Rf1 wurde
von Modifier-Loci auf den Chromosomen 1BS, 1BL und 6BL beeinflusst. Es konnte
außerdem gezeigt werden, dass Rf1 keine schlechtere Restaurierung der Fertilität be-
wirkte als die Kombination aus Rf1 und dem Restorer-Locus Rf4 auf Chromosom 6BS.
Ein Cluster von zwei PPR-Genen wurde in allen drei Populationen innerhalb des Rf1 -
Support-Intervalls lokalisiert. Dies deutet darauf hin, dass eines oder beide dieser Gene
die Restaurierung der Fertilität an diesem Locus verursachen könnte. Die Untersuchung
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von diversen Weichweizen-Zuchtlinien, T. timopheevii-Akzessionen und allen bisher be-
kannten Rf1 -Donoren mit Hilfe von SNP-Markern für den Rf1 -Locus wiesen darauf hin,
dass das restaurierende Rf1 -Allel in T. timopheevii weit verbreitet oder fixiert ist. Des
Weiteren könnte das Vorliegen von Rf1 in Weichweizen vollständig auf Introgressionen
von T. timopheevii zurückzuführen sein. Die genetische Kartierung des Restorer-Locus
Rf3 erfolgte in sieben Populationen, welche mit Hilfe der Weichweizen-Restorer-Linien
Primepi, PR143 und Palmaress und den Europäischen Dinkelsorten (Triticum aestivum
ssp. spelta) Badenkrone, Badenstern, Holstenkorn und Schwabenspelz erstellt wurden.
Die genetische Kartierung zeigte, dass die Restaurationskapazität in allen untersuch-
ten Akzessionen von Rf3 kontrolliert wurde. In den von Primepi und Badenkrone
abgeleiteten Populationen wurde eine enge Kopplung zwischen Rf3 und einem Cluster
von fünf PPR-Kandidatengenen beobachtet. Dies lässt darauf schließen, dass eines oder
mehrere dieser Gene die Restaurationskapazität des Chromosoms 1BS erklären könnte.
Die Charakterisierung diverser Weichweizen-Zuchtstämme, T. timopheevii-Akzessionen
und Sorten des Europäischen Dinkels mit Hilfe eines informativen SNP-Markers und
Testkreuzungen mit einer CMS-Linie deuteten darauf hin, dass etwa 8.9% der Zuchtli-
nien und 66.7% der Dinkelsorten das restaurierende Rf3 -Allel trugen. Diese Ergebnisse
geben Grund zur Annahme, dass die Restaurationskapazität im europäischem Weich-
weizen hauptsächlich durch Rf3 erklärt werden kann. In T. timopheevii konnte Rf3
nicht nachgewiesen werden. Die Ergebnisse der vorliegenden Studie sind eine wertvolle
Grundlage für ein verbessertes Verständnis der Restorer-Loci der homöologen Gruppe
1 und deren Nutzung in der zukünftigen Züchtung von Hybridweizen.
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Table A1 Number of array-derived single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers discarded at six
selection steps. For PopPrimepi, only 40 individuals were genotyped using the SNP array. Duplicate
markers were not discarded for this population

PopR3 PopR113 PopL19 PopPrimepi

Initial marker number 17267 17267 17267 13006

Missing for parents 1197 1231 1109 119
Monomorphic for parents 9769 9361 9585 8695
Heterozygous for parents 39 58 30 13
Missing genotypes > 10% 1240 1388 1430 484
Minor allele frequency < 0.1 196 215 179 1007
Duplicated 2475 2530 2389 0
Map construction 359 418 445 2685

Number of mapped markers 1992 2066 2100 3

Table A2 Specifications of cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) assays developed for
IWB14060 and IWB72107. The restoring Rf3 allele was associated with the SNP alleles G and A,
respectively. The annealing temperature is denoted by Ta

CAPS name Primer sequences Ta Enzyme Fragment size

CAPS_IWB14060
FW: GAGGAGGATCTCGTGGGG

57 °C BsrDI
A: 115 bp

REV: GTGGGAGCTCGCCGAATG G: 76 and 39 bp

CAPS_IWB72107
FW: ATGATCTGCTGGACGTGGTC

58 °C HhaI
A: 167 bp

REV: GTCCTTCCTTCCACGTGAGA G: 92 and 75 bp
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Figure A1 Seed set of the fertile fractions of three subsets of PopPrimepi
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Figure A2 Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of the populations PopR3 (a), PopR113 (b), PopL19
(c) and 40 selected individuals of PopPrimepi (d)
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Figure A3 Subfigure a illustrates the PCoA of the populations PopR3 (grey), PopR113 (blue),
PopL19 (green) and 40 selected individuals of PopPrimepi (magenta). The PCoA of the parental lines
is depicted in subfigure b
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Figure A4 Marker positions of one of the employed reference maps (Maccaferri et al. 2015b) plotted
against marker positions of the map derived from PopR3. Map distances between linkage groups of
the same chromosome were adopted from the reference map
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Figure A5 Marker positions of one of the employed reference maps (Maccaferri et al. 2015b) plotted
against marker positions of the map derived from PopR113. Map distances between linkage groups
of the same chromosome were adopted from the reference map
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Figure A6 Marker positions of one of the employed reference maps (Maccaferri et al. 2015b) plotted
against marker positions of the map derived from PopL19. Map distances between linkage groups of
the same chromosome were adopted from the reference map
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Figure A7 Genome-wide logarithm of the odds (LOD) score curve estimated for PopR3 using the two-part model. LOD scores for the two-part
model, the model for the binary phenotype and the model for the quantitative phenotype of the fertile fraction are illustrated by black, blue
and green lines, respectively. The dashed, grey line represents the threshold for quantitative trait locus (QTL) detection
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Figure A8 Genome-wide LOD score curve estimated for PopR113 using the two-part model. LOD scores for the two-part model, the model
for the binary phenotype and the model for the quantitative phenotype of the fertile fraction are illustrated by black, blue and green lines,
respectively. The dashed, grey line represents the threshold for QTL detection
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Figure A9 Genome-wide LOD score curve estimated for PopL19 using the two-part model. LOD scores for the two-part model, the model
for the binary phenotype and the model for the quantitative phenotype of the fertile fraction are illustrated by black, blue and green lines,
respectively. The dashed, grey line represents the threshold for QTL detection
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Figure A10 Positions of QRf.lfl-1BL (a), Rf4 (b) and QRf.lfl-6BL (c), which were detected on
chromosome 1BL in PopR3 (QRf.lfl-1BL) and on chromosome 6B in PopR113 (Rf4, QRf.lfl-6BL).
Black bars and blue boxes illustrate 1.5-LOD support intervals, which were estimated using iQTLm
(all three loci) and the two-part model (Rf4 ). The dark-blue box depicts overlapping support intervals
for Rf4 using the two QTL detection methods. Map positions are given in centimorgan (cM)
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Figure A11 Products of CAPS_IWB72107 resolved on polyacrylamide gel
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Figure A12 Phylogram for the QRf.lfl-1BS marker haplotypes of the Rf1 donor lines, 17 Triticum
timopheevii accessions and 507 common wheat breeding lines. Lines under the dashed branches
belonged to the same group if the number of groups was restricted to k ≤ 10
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Figure A13 Phylogram for the Rf4 marker haplotypes of the Rf1 donor lines, 17 T. timopheevii
accessions and 507 common wheat breeding lines. Lines under the dashed branches belonged to the
same group if the number of groups was restricted to k ≤ 182
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Figure A14 Phylogram for the Rf3 marker haplotypes of the 520 common wheat breeding lines, 17
T. timopheevii accessions and Primepi
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Figure A15 PCoA of 30 European spelt cultivars and 368 common wheat lines. Spelt accessions were
classified as carriers of a restoring (blue) or a non-restoring (green) allele at the Rf3 locus. Common
wheat lines are depicted in grey
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